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A word from editor-in-chief

we have great expectations from
narendra modi led government. as
sunil munJal of hero group rightly
said at aima conclave (today the
22nd march), we shall keep pushing
the government for Betterment.
Betterment for our key
show properties.

T

There has been a sense of déjà vu with Aero India. The
recently concluded 11th edition of Aero India at Air Force Station
in Yelahanka, Bengaluru, saw a decline of nearly 200 exhibitors
and has become more chaotic. In stature, it has not grown. Dubai,
Singapore and other air shows in the region have overtaken India.
Under the dynamic and wisest possible leadership of our
Prime Minister Narendra Modi we are witnessing an ocean of
efforts towards improvements of many sectors and many issues
within every sector. Somehow we are unable to witness any
improvement towards handling of shows such as Aero India
(and Defexpo) which are losing luminosity and magnetism compared to various other shows taking place in Asia also reflecting
in the number of exhibitors coming from official website itself. It
has become one other event in the biennial calendar, but with a
declining trend, in terms of organisation, facilities and engagement with exhibitors, in terms of number of participants, in
terms of deals and in terms of scale and depth.
Now, there is some thinking at the ministerial level that India
should have one mega show, clubbing the two alternate biennials — Aero India, Bengaluru and India Aviation, Hyderabad.
While this makes perfect sense, the challenges are going to double, considering that the shows are held by the ministries, more
or less, strapped by bureaucratic procedures. We have included
an extensive report on Aero India which reflects the push by the
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s ‘Make in India’ campaign to
the fore. There has been a clear shift in focus in the wake of the
indigenisation campaign with more and more original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) eyeing joint venture, collaboration,
partnership, etc, with local Indian companies. Post Aero India,
there has been a change in the defence portfolio with Manohar
Parrikar returning as Goa Chief Minister and the Finance Minister Arun Jaitley being given additional portfolio of defence. It
is hoped that the ministry will have soon a full-fledged minister.
Meanwhile, civil aviation in India is at the crossroads, while
one road beckons it towards the No. 3 spot in world aviation, the
other road shows how it is riddled with challenges and has potential to derail some segments at least, one of them being regional
airlines. Even while the government is aggressively making a case
for regional connectivity with the Regional Connectivity Scheme
(RCS), regional airlines have started floundering, some shutting
down operations, while most others are struggling hard to stay
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afloat. The business aviation segment is awaiting a clearer picture
on RCS as to whether it can piggy ride on the scheme and this was
one of the topics at the BizAvIndia Conference and Awards of the
Business Aircraft Operators Association (BAOA). For the low cost
and mainline airlines, the competition is heating up and they are
trying various gimmicks to get the seats filled on the aircraft. In
this issue we have two articles on air ticket pricing and its mechanism, one by Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd) and other by Byron
Bohlman, an industry veteran.
On the military aviation front, while in the fixed-wing
regime, designers are pushing into the sixth-generation platforms, innovations in the rotary-wing regime have been focused
on platforms with better battlefield survivability and mission
accomplishment capability. However, the pace of development
in rotary-wing platforms, compared to fixed-wing aircraft, have
been relatively slower. No major advancement or breakthrough
in design is likely in the foreseeable future. A report by Group
Captain A.K. Sachdev (Retd) on future rotary-wing platforms for
military use has been included in this issue.
For us at SP Guide Publications, it was a humbling moment
when it received the “Special Contribution” Award for its contribution to the Business Aviation sector at the 3rd BAOA awards.
We shall relentlessly work towards the betterment of all the
elements of aviation sector and that remains our resolve.

Jayant Baranwal
Publisher & editor-in-Chief
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Viewpoint

Need for a full-time
Minister of Defence
While the appointment of Manohar Parrikar as the Goa Chief Minister
has been dictated by political expediency, this move has implications
for the Indian armed forces

PhotogrAPh: twitter @ArunJAitley

W

While the nation Was coming to terms with the somewhat den for the Indian Air Force (IAF) and possibly Boeing F/A-18
stunning but not entirely unexpected results of the elections in Super Hornet for the Indian Navy.
Another major task on his agenda was to introduce reforms
five states, the Indian armed forces are yet to appreciate the
repercussions of the change in the political leadership as Min- in the regime of higher defence management through the creister of Defence, Manohar Parrikar, moved to Goa to don the ation of the post of Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) of the Indian
mantle of the Chief Minister, a position he had held before mov- armed forces. This was recommended in 2001 by a Group
ing to Delhi in 2014. He has now been replaced by Arun Jaitley, of Ministers set up in 2000 to review the management of the
the Minister of Finance, who is holding the post of Minister of national security system in the aftermath of the Kargil War in
1999. The proposal to appoint a CDS that was crafted to bring
Defence as ‘Additional Charge’.
While the appointment of Parrikar as the Chief Minister about better organisational coordination and integration of the
of Goa at this juncture has been dictated by considerations of three wings of the Indian armed forces has been pending for
political expediency for the party in power, this somewhat sud- the last 16 years. Parrikar was planning to see this proposal
through in the next few months.
den move has implications for the
Linked with this proposal also are
Ministry of Defence (MoD) and in
plans to bring about significant
turn for the Indian armed forces.
organisational changes through
After a decade of deep slumber,
the establishment of Theatre Comin 2015, the Ministry of Defence
mands, a concept that appears to
under the NDA government with
be in a nascent stage.
Manohar Parrikar as the MinisBut perhaps the most urgent
ter of Defence, embarked upon a
task before Parrikar was to address
number of reforms in the defence
the glaring shortages of weapsector. At the outset, the NDA govons, ammunition and other items
ernment is looking to turn the
of military hardware the Indian
Indian Army into one of the finest
Army is currently facing. The situfighting forces in the world with
ation in the IAF with regard to
infrastructure and manpower to
the strength of its combat fleet is
match rhetoric with action and
even more distressing as the numcope with the emerging chalber of squadrons equipped with
lenges. The Shekatkhar Commitfighter aircraft has dwindled to 32
tee report on the major reforms
as against the authorised level of
required has been submitted to
39.5 and is destined to go down
the MoD and its recommendations
further. Parrikar was embarked on
are yet to be implemented.
addressing the problem through
While Parrikar had unveiled
Defence Minister Arun JAitley with the Minister of
foreign collaboration under the
the restructured Defence ProstAte for Defence Dr subhAsh bhAMre on
‘Make in India’ programme as also
curement Procedure (DPP) at the
MArch 14, 2017
by ramping up production of the
Defexpo in Goa in 2016, the document did not contain the chapter on Strategic Partnership with light combat aircraft Tejas by the Hindustan Aeronautics Limthe private sector for the indigenous production of military ited from the present capacity of eight platforms per year to 16.
Clearly, keeping the nation secure is an onerous responhardware. This component of the DPP 2016 which Parrikar
had promised to include at a later date continues to remain as sibility that the Minister of Defence must carry. This task is
an unfinished agenda. This is a critical requirement in the con- undoubtedly humongous and will require total and dedicated
text of the ‘Make in India’ programme of the NDA government involvement of the political leadership in its execution. It goes
as without it, indigenous production in the regime of aero- without saying that the aspirations of the nation are unlikely to
space and defence will not gather any momentum. Inclusion be fulfilled with a ‘Part-Time Minister of Defence’ at the helm.
of this chapter has acquired urgency especially with major Hopefully, the government will address this issue without any
programmes for the manufacture in India with foreign col- further delay. SP
laboration of combat platforms such as the Lockheed Martin
F-16 Fighting Falcon or the Gripen JAS 39E from Saab of Swe— By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
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The new star
of India

Congratulations, Air India, on being the first airline operator
in India to take delivery of the LEAP-1A-powered A320neo.
We look forward to a bright future together.
LEAP. The architecture of reliability.
cfmaeroengines.com
CFM International is a 50/50 joint company between GE and Safran Aircraft Engines
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Military

Helicopters

v-280 valor:
Bell Helicopter and
lockHeed Martin’s advanced
tilt-rotor concept

ROTARY-WING
PLATFORMS OF
THE FUTURE
While designers pursue technologies related to speed, range, performance and
survivability of rotary-wing platforms, the military looks at designs that provide battlefield
survivability and mission accomplishment

pHotograpH: Bell Helicopter

BY Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)

A

AdvAnces in AerospAce technologies have delivered
some improvements in rotary-wing platforms, but the majority of helicopters retain the original tadpole-like shape with a
main and a tail rotor. The classic helicopter design is mutating into newer types of rotorcraft or hybrid vertical take-off
and landing (VTOL) ones. However, inherent limitations especially of speed, continue to defy rotary-wing designers the

6
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world over. Nonetheless, technological progress holds out
two related promises. Firstly, innovative changes to rotorcraft
design are clearly manifest the world over. Secondly, technological advances are proving to be expedients for the helicopter industry by offering increasing capability to upgrade
existing models so as to enhance performance, role capability and mission utilisation. Technological updates also help in
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Helicopters

11 per cent increase in speed from 180 kts to 200 kts and a
39 per cent increase in lift. The company’s most ambitious
configuration would be the CH-47 ‘Tilt Duck’ compound cargo
helicopter that modifies the heavy-lift Chinook with long wings
and two electric powered ducted fans and increases its speed
by 18 per cent from 170 kts to approximately 200 kts, its lift
by 12 per cent and its range by 115 per cent.
AVX Aircraft, a Texas-based company, is working towards
Future Vertical liFt
Unarguably, the leading edge of rotary-wing design develop- the lightest FVL category with two 7.5-tonne winged coaxial
ment is under way in the US. In October 2011, the US Depart- compound helicopter configurations described by the comment of Defense (DOD) launched the future vertical lift (FVL) pany as “vertical take-off fighter aircraft” for light reconnaisprogramme as a demonstration of its focused approach sance, attack, assault and medical evacuation missions. The
towards the problem of new types of rotorcraft for US mili- new design includes a swept horizontal tail with two centary beyond 2030. The DOD issued an FVL Strategic Plan to treline ducted fans. AVX is also working on a 27.2-tonne tiltoutline a joint approach for the next-generation vertical lift rotor replacement for the Chinook with 13.4 m propellors as it
aircraft for the military. FVL is based on the concept of cre- is convinced that a tilt-rotor aircraft makes the most sense for
ating new rotorcraft that use new technology, materials and a future heavy-lift cargo platform.
Russia has pioneered the compound coaxial helicopter
designs that are quicker, have further range, better payload,
are more reliable, easier to maintain and operate, have lower with the Kamov design bureau producing popular operational
operating costs and reduced logistical footprints. The idea is to types like Ka-52 gunship. However, that technology is gaining
develop a family of systems to replace most army helicopters popularity and acceptability in the US as can be seen from the
and a precursor for FVL is the joint multi-role (JMR) helicop- JMR technology demonstrator phase.
The US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
ter programme, which will provide technology demonstrations
(DARPA) is endeavouring through the ‘VTOL X-Plane’ proplanned for 2017.
It is expected that the first FVL platforms to fly would be gramme to make a significant jump ahead in the area of
vertical take-off, hover and flight. The
in the medium-lift category which brackfuture X-plane must be able to act like
ets the attack and cargo roles. The US
a helicopter, but also be able to execute
Army’s perspective of FVL is a family
high-speed flight like an airplane. DARPA
of helicopters to replace its current fleet
The roTor sysTem is
aims at a technology demonstrator that
into five “capability sets.” The first set is
noT as efficienT for
will fly at speeds of 550 km to 735 km
the lightest variant while the fifth is the
per hour. Four companies have offered
heaviest. Medium-lift lies in the middle
forward Travel as a
designs to build this technology demonas Capability Set 3. As this category has
fixed-wing one and uses
strator. The designs include new types
been of interest not only to the US Army;
more fuel and requires
of tilt-rotors, compound helicopters
but also the US Air Force and Marines,
with innovative mechanisms for vertithis has become the focal point for the
more
mainTenance
cal and horizontal thrust and innovative
first helicopters to emerge from FVL,
systems of electrical fans. The fans are
possibly to fly in the early 2030s.
powered by distributed electric systems
The US military and the world
using conventional gas turbine engines
eagerly await the JMR Technical Demonstration in 2017 which will define the full requirements of which in turn produce electricity for the powerful fans that
the FVL programme. A Bell Helicopter and Lockheed Martin will propel the vehicle vertically and horizontally. DARPA will
team is working on the demonstration with its advanced tilt- choose one company to build the VTOL X-Plane and flight test
rotor concept, the V-280 Valor, while Sikorsky and Boeing are it in 2017-18. Meanwhile Aurora Flight Sciences completed a
fabricating its Defiant coaxial helicopter. Thus two disparate much advertised first flight on a subscale vehicle demonstrarotary-wing platforms are competing in the FVL programme. tor named Lightning Strike using a path-breaking distributed
Sikorsky’s Defiant will weigh 30,000 pounds and is based on electric propulsion system through 24 rotors. The final version
the smaller X2 whose technology was demonstrated in 2010 is expected to produce a sustained speed of 400 knots. The
and further upscaled to the Raider weighing 11,000 pounds. design combines tilting tandem wings with hybrid-electric disThe Bell V-280 Valor is a tilt-rotor being developed by Bell tributed propulsion derived from a single Rolls-Royce AE1107
Helicopter and Lockheed Martin for the US Army. In one major turboshaft engine driving three one-megawatt electrical gendifference from the earlier V-22 Osprey tilt-rotor, the engines erators that power 24 variable pitch ducted fans, 18 in the
remain in place while the rotors and driveshafts tilt. A drive- wing and six in the canard.
shaft runs through the straight wing, allowing both proprotors
to be driven by single engine in the event of engine loss. Bell is New techNologies
also confident that the tilt-rotor design is ‘eminently scalable’. The tadpole profile of the helicopter is evolving into various
While these two programmes are funded by JMR, Piasecki rotorcraft designs and moving from the original single main
Aircraft has secured army science and technology funding to and tail rotor to tandem rotors, synchopter (intermeshing
revive its Piasecki X-49 SpeedHawk programme, an advanced rotors), coaxial rotors, tip-jet driven rotorcraft, NOTAR (No
winged compound helicopter design. Interestingly, Piasecki Tail Rotor), tilt-wing aircraft, tilt-rotor aircraft and compound
sees this technology not only in the context of the FVL, but also helicopters.
as an insertable technology to keep existing fleets of AH-64s
The most irksome limitation of a helicopter is its forward
and Black Hawks relevant and affordable. Piasecki’s compound speed. Drag reduction, as applicable to fixed-wing airframes,
Apache design adds wings to the AH-64 gunship to achieve an applies to a large degree to a rotary-wing platform as well.
prolonging life of an existing helicopter and rendering it safer
by increase in crash survivability and reduction in vibration
levels. Obviously, upgrades cost a fraction of the expense on a
new helicopter and so, looking into the near future, upgrades
of existing, tried-and-tested models are likely to be at least as
prominent as the emergence of new designs.
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However, the problem is the inherent aerodynamics of the much like a helicopter, but forward flight is like a fixed-wing
geometry of a typical helicopter rotor. The forward speed aircraft with the blades either fully retracted into the disc or
is thus limited and any endeavour to go beyond 130 knots with two of the rotors sticking out like conventional lift proinvolves special materials, designs and technologies. In a tan- ducing wings.
The helicopter is a complex machine which uses a subdem rotor system, like the Chinook, the effect of retreating
blade lift asymmetry on one rotor is countered to some extent stantial part of the lift its rotor system generates to just stay
away from the ground even when not using its engine power
by the other, but not wholly.
The rotor system is not as efficient for forward travel as a to move forward. Thus weight becomes a crucial design factor.
fixed-wing one and uses more fuel and requires more mainte- With significant advances in carbon composites, lighter weight
nance. Thus the need to move away from the original shape, with ever-increasing strength, has become possible and every
but retain the VTOL characteristic of a helicopter. Developing a helicopter manufacturer is increasingly eyeing carbon compractical, hybrid aircraft with the performance of a fixed-wing posites. However, the cost factor has bridled that trend a bit.
aircraft in forward flight, is a huge challenge with two aims: New Zealand’s Composite Helicopters International has been
accomplishing controllable vertical flight using the very same developing the KC-518 Adventourer, an all-composite, framemechanisms required for forward flight and achieving ‘power less, six-seat helicopter constructed from Carbon and Kevlar
matching’, i.e. a VTOL design that requires the same power in using EvoStrength technology. It is the world’s first helicopvertical flight as in forward flight. Any mismatch would rep- ter with a monocoque fuselage made entirely from composite
resent excess capacity which corresponds to excess weight materials and is a change from the use of aluminium and steel
in one mode of flight. Numerous approaches to VTOL aircraft tube framing used in helicopter manufacture. As a single piece
have been explored over the years. The prominent ones are composite structure, there are no rivets or bolts used in the
tilt-rotors, tilt-props and tilt-wings, as well as deflected-slip- assembly with the result that there is substantial resistance to
streams, deflected-thrust, thrust augmenters, ducted fans, tilt corrosion, fatigue and impact.
ducted rotors and tail sitters.
As the name implies, a tilt-rotor airuNmaNNed PlatForms
craft uses tiltable propellers, or proproThe K-MAX made a significant contributors, for lift and propulsion. For vertical
tion for US marines deployed in Afghaniflight, the proprotors are angled to direct
stan by way of unmanned cargo delivery
while designers
thrust downwards, providing lift. In this
into the battlefield thus generating huge
pursue Technologies
mode, the aircraft is like a helicopter. As
interest in unmanned and hybrid rotaryit gains speed, the proprotors are slowly
wing platforms. According to some estirelaTed To speed,
tilted forward, eventually becoming permates, global vertical take-off and landrange, performance
pendicular to the ground. In this mode
ing UAV market is expected to attain a
and survivabiliTy, The
the wing provides the lift and the wing’s
CAGR of over ten per cent until 2020 due
greater efficiency helps the tilt-rotor
to suitability of VTOL UAVs for urban
miliTary looks aT designs
achieve high speed. In this mode, it is a
applications, utilisation of VTOL UAVs
ThaT provide baTTlefield
turboprop aircraft. Bell Helicopter has
for military applications and increased
been dominant in tilt-rotor development
demand for civil-commercial applicasurvivabiliTy and
with major designs from almost every
tions like surveying, scanning, aerial
mission accomplishmenT
decade since the 1950s. They are curphotography, 3D mapping, oil and gas
rently partnered with Boeing on the first
pipeline monitoring, wind turbine blade
production tilt-rotor aircraft, the jointly
inspection, real estate survey, etc.
developed Bell/Boeing V-22 Osprey.
The FVL programme is also conTilt-rotor proprotors require all the fundamental parts of a sidering whether the way ahead lies with ‘Optionally Piloted
twin-rotor helicopter and are perceived as the most attractive Vehicles’ which would have a provision to carry a pilot for
solution to the speed problem of rotary-wing design. Bell and complex combat missions while routine supply runs would
Boeing are working on larger Quad Tilt Rotor (QTR) military be unmanned. Technology demonstrations on this aspect are
models for possible use by the US Army to carry as many as expected in 2019 and may not be part of the first machines
100 passengers or troops or heavy cargo over 50,000 pounds. for JMR.
They would use uprated versions of the tilt-rotor engines used
for the V-22 Osprey.
coNcludiNg remarks
NASA’s Greased Lightning or GL-10 deserves a mention While designers pursue technologies related to speed, range,
here. It is a battery-powered, ten-engine remotely piloted tilt- performance and survivability of rotary-wing platforms, the
rotor and the prototype has a ten feet wingspan and can take- military looks at designs that provide battlefield survivabiloff vertically like a helicopter as also operate efficiently in for- ity and mission accomplishment. To the constant chagrin
ward flight. It is in the testing phase and flew a series of test of designers, the pace of development is agonisingly slow.
flights during May 2015. The final version is expected to have According to Jane’s Defence Weekly, funding is already a chala 20 feet wingspan.
lenge. While fixed-wing domain negotiates fifth- and sixthBesides tilt-rotors, VTOL aircraft could have other designs generation design definitions, it does not appear that there
like ducted fans (Bell X 22A, Ryan XV 5A/B), hovering plat- is a possibility of a major revolution in rotary-wing design
forms (UrbanAero X-Hawk), or the Elytron design which com- in the next few years. Ideally, doctrine should have dictated
bines three sets of wings: one pair of rotary-wings called ‘pro- technological trends to meet military requirements, but the
protors’, mounted on a single tilt-wing in central position and slow progression in rotary-wing design indicates that, at least
two pairs of fixed wings, or the Disc Rotor in which for hover, in the next decade or so, doctrine would be impacted by limia set of blades are extended from the periphery of the disc, tations of rotary-wing platforms. SP
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Fact File e195-e2

flying fast
towards its
destination
Embraer has been extending its reach with airliners, thanks to the benefits the airliners
see in the E-Jet E2 family

PhotograPhs: EmbraEr

BY R. ChandRakanth

B

Brazilian aerospace and defence major Embraer is
firmly set on achieving its aircraft production targets and that is
not at all surprising. Recently, Embraer announced that it was
on course to delivery of its first E195-E2 jet in the first half of
2019 to Brazil’s Azul Linhas Aéreas. In 2014, Azul placed an
order for up to 50 E195-E2s. The carrier is both the launch
customer and launch operator of the aircraft. This endorsement
by Azul goes a long way to boost airline operator confidence,
not just in Brazil, but across continents. Since it acquired its
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first E-Jet back in 2008, Azul has captured one-third of Brazil’s
domestic market. Today, it flies more than 70 E-Jets and is the
carrier with the largest fleet of E195s in the world.
Embraer has been extending its reach with airliners,
thanks to the benefits the airliners see in the E-Jet E2 family.
The E195-E2 is the largest aircraft in that family, the others being E175-E2 and E190-E2, giving airline operators the
flexibility of positioning their fleet for short to medium haul
operations.
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Low fueL burn
The E195-E2 has been designed to maximise returns and efficiency on high-density routes. With its high-aspect ratio wings
and swept tips, combined with other aerodynamic improvements, the E195-E2 achieves double digit lower fuel consumption compared to current-generation E-Jets. It is ideally positioned between larger, new-generation, single-aisle jets and
smaller capacity equipment. Flying in mainline, regional or lowfare environments, the operating economics of the E195-E2 are
the best among aircraft in this category. Compared to E195 with
106 passengers, the E195-E2 with 120 passengers has -24 per
cent per seat less fuel burn.
fourth-Gen fuLL fLy-by-wire
The E195-E2 is a fourth-generation full fly-by-wire digital
closed-loop control on the E2 which improves flying qualities
and boosts fuel efficiency. A full fly-by-wire system saves weight,
increases pilot control, improves aircraft performance and provides complete envelope protection in all phases for a smoother
flight. Embraer has a long history using fly-by-wire technology.
The current generation of E-Jets, the mid-size Legacy 450/500
(which were the first full fly-by-wire aircraft in their class) and
the KC390 military transport used FBW. Previous experience
with these three aircraft helped to introduce mature fourthgeneration fly-by-wire control on the new E-Jets E2s.
AheAD-Pro
It is a computational web-based platform to continuously monitor the health of the fleet, providing timely maintenance infor-

10
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E195-E2
Specifications
Weights & Payload
max. take-off weight

60,700 kg (1,33,821 lb)

maximum landing weight

54,000 kg (1,19,050 lb)

Payload

16,150 kg (35,506 lb)

tyPical seat caPacity
multi-class

120 seats | 12 @ 36” | 28 @
34” | 80 @ 31” pitch

single-class

132 seats | 132 @ 31” pitch

Performance
max operating speed

mach 0.82

service ceiling

41,000 ft

take-off field length*

1,970 m (6,463 ft)

Landing field length**

1,420 m (4,659 ft)

range***

2,450 nm (4,537 km)

*MTOW, ISA, SL – average engine
**MLW, ISA, SL
***Full PAX, single-class, PAX weigh 100 kg (220 lb), Typical Reserves,
100 nm
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mation in a friendly and straightforward way. With AHEAD-PRO
aircraft systems health condition is systematically assessed and
unplanned maintenance of monitored systems is avoided by
means of failures occurrence prediction. Moreover, the activities
of fault identification, troubleshooting and resources planning
occur before the aircraft lands its destination, optimising airline
turn-around time between flights.
AHEAD-PRO offers functionalities to optimise all steps to
execute health monitoring process in the airline, from data
acquisition to time-to-failure prognosis.
CoCkPit LAyout
E2’s advanced integrated avionics system provides exceptional
situational awareness enhanced by large landscape displays
and reduced pilot workload.
Innovative technologies such as synthetic vision and advanced
flight management support more fuel-efficient direct approaches
to airports. Cockpit commonality with current-generation E-Jets
allows for a smooth transition to the new E2 platform.
new feAtures
The E195-E2 has wireless connectivity;
enhanced central maintenance computer;
and SmartView. It will be known for
improved navigation thanks to its Graphical flight planning; Next-generation FMS;
INAV and GBAS & GLS. Another key
aspect which will help pilots is improved
situational awareness due to its Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI);
IntuVue 3D Weather Radar; SmartRunway & SmartLanding.

The e195-e2 is The
largesT aircrafT in ThaT
family, The oThers being
e175-e2 and e190-e2,
giving airline operaTors
The flexibiliTy of
posiTioning Their fleeT
for shorT To medium
haul operaTions

CommonALity
The best part of Embraer’s E2 family is
the commonality which allows easy transition for type rating between current
generation E-Jets and the E2s. All that a
pilot requires is a maximum of three days
of training. Pilots complete self-instruction and classroom modules before reviewing cockpit procedures in a trainer. High-level flight training systems and time
in a full-flight simulator are not necessary for E-Jets pilots to
qualify on the E2.

hiGh-AsPeCt rAtio winGs
The E2s sport high-aspect ratio wings with swept tips that,
combined with redesigned pylons and other aerodynamic
improvements — coupled with our enhanced fourth-generation
full fly-by-wire — achieve double digit lower fuel consumption
compared to current-generation E-Jets. The wing and engine
combination for the E175-E2 and a common larger wing and
engine for the E190-E2/E195-E2 are optimised to deliver maximum performance.
GeAreD to sAve fueL
Pratt & Whitney PurePower Geared Turbofan Engine E2’s new
GTF engines — the PW1700G (E175-E2) and PW1900G (E190-E2
and E195-E2) — have an advanced gear system that allows the
engine’s fan to operate at a different speed than the low-pressure
compressor and turbine. They work in combination with new
aerodynamically advanced wings and other advanced controls
and systems to create double-digit improvements in fuel burn,
maintenance costs, emissions and external noise.

www.sps-aviation.com

interior DesiGn for A new-GenerAtion
A look inside E2 reveals thoughtful, well-conceived design that
has the power to please from all perspectives. A totally new
environment far exceeds the norm and thoughtfully addresses
the varied needs of passengers, crew, airlines and leasing companies alike. As within a fashionable hotel or restaurant, a prevailing sense of quality begins with the welcoming atmosphere
of the boarding point and continues with such elements as style
and tone of lighting, contemporary materials, quality fabrics,
and glass partitions. Within these surroundings passengers
enjoy their own physical and emotional ‘space within a space’
— their ‘personal territory’.
This ‘bubble’ with control is achieved through the coming
together of small things that deliver a larger benefit — elements such as clarity of seat signage, individual PSUs, seat back
screens, and additional legroom in economy.
The passenger-preferred 2x2 configuration gives a perception of wider aisles while simplifying movement through the
cabin. The position of bin doors when open, coupled with dramatic ceiling illumination, creates a sense of height and space
above the aisle.
Premium seating further conveys a
feeling of openness. Overall, the E2 interior generates a smoothing-out effect
on the passenger journey experience —
reducing the traditional stress points of
boarding, inflight activity, and disembarking.
The new overhead bins are IATA
22”x18”x10”
(56x45x25cm)
recommended cabin baggage on ‘wheels–first’
position. There is over 40 per cent volume/pax increase over current E-Jets. It
is expected to maximise the number of
cases and expedites boarding .

PersonAL Psu ConCePt
Individual PSUs help improve use of personal space on the aircraft which has a
modular building and common parts minimising part numbers. There is common PSU for economy and
first class with quick release and facilitating re-configuration.
The first class has 2+1 seating configuration with maximum
seat width with 23” seat pan. The typical seat pitches from 36”
to 40”. It is a staggered concept in first class, thus giving individual seats with increased legroom.
The economy class has a slim profile, robust and lightweight. It is compatible with up 12” IFE screen; in-built
optional features flexibility and upper literature pocket maximising legroom.
CAbin LAyouts
The cabin layouts are ideal for mainline or low-fare applications. The E195-E2 can be configured in single, dual or multiclass layouts. And for those high-volume routes low-seat mile/
kilometre cost is critical, the E195-E2 with its slim seats can
maximise passenger capacity. On the E2, no one is ever stuck in
the middle. All seats are either by the window or on the aisle.
rAnGe
Short haul routes, long sectors, feeding hubs, opening new markets — whatever the mission, E-Jets E2 go the distance. The
E195-E2 can easily fly Bangkok to Delhi; Bangkok to Shanghai
and other routes with great performance. SP
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Reinventing
Airfares (again)
Mainline airlines around the world are adopting low-cost carrier (LCC) fare structures in
order to tap into the growing number of price-sensitive consumers. They’re also hoping
that many of those travellers will pay slightly more.
BY BYron Bohlman
VancouVer/canada

F

For years, mainline carriers have been trying to find
effective ways to adapt their traditional business models to be
able to compete with low-cost, low fare airlines. Cramming more
seats into cabins, slashing costs, new-generation yield management systems, rejigging fare structures and even creating the
airline-within-an-airline concept. Airports in both Europe and
North America are littered with failed experiments — BA’s Go,
Delta’s Song, United’s Ted, Continental Lite, Air Canada’s Zip —
where the parent companies could never completely separate
their offspring operationally and financially. Today, however, the
major carriers are learning how to compete. Jetstar, Rouge and
Scoot seem to be standing on their own. Yet a more fundamental
change is underway with mainline airlines which is levelling the
playing field with LCCs and generating some new revenue.
Competing for SCreen Attention
Online search engines have transformed the way consumers
buy air travel. The bias that was inherent in airline-owned reservation systems decades ago has been replaced by more neutral search logic that ranks flight preferences controlled by the
user. In order to attract price-sensitive buyers who mostly prioritise the output by lowest fare, mainline carrier flights need
to appear on the same screen as LCC flights. And that means
mainline price points need to appear to be competitive.
Passengers flying on most major airlines have grudgingly
accepted that the all-inclusive ticket price is a thing of the past.
Re-jigging aiRfaRes:
Full service carriers are learning how to compete

Sort By

BaSic
Economy

Best Match
Fare coMparison chart

7:54 AM 9:55 AM
ATL

12

LAX

main
caBin

DElta
comfort+™

DL 110 Basic Economy Main Cabin (U) Delta Comfort
(E)
+ ™ (W)

5h 1m
NoNsTop

20620

23620

$

$

seLecT

seLecT
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Charges for checked bags, seat assignment, priority boarding,
food and beverage, and live conversations with reservations
staff are now the norm.
Unbundling the components of the travel experience and
pricing them separately has allowed low-fare consumers to pay
for what they truly value. Mainline carriers historically matched
LCC price points through inventory control, but by stripping
off the individual elements, they are finally able to show “bare
bones” ticket prices.
As in most successful product marketing, it’s all about the
packaging. Airfares are no exception.
ConSumerS Are moved to tierS
If you search an airline’s website for a domestic or regional
flight, there is a good chance the corresponding economy class
fares are grouped in three tiers. The once-unbundled ticket
price is, essentially, now re-bundled with each tier comprised
of progressively more valuable product components. The clever
marketing names communicate a tier’s contents.
• Basic economy (Check ‘n Go, Starter Fare, Economy Light,
Value)
– no frills, bare bones transportation, hand baggage only
– no advanced seat reservation, no checked baggage, no
refunds, no changes
– no upgrades, limited or no frequent flyer points accrual
• classic economy (Light & Relax, Saver, Smart, Plus)
– includes most items excluded in Basic Economy
• Flexible economy (Fast & Flex)
– same as Classic
– refunds (reduced penalty), changes, priority boarding,
food voucher, premium seating
Each tier is intended to offer those travel elements that
appeal to different consumer types. On short-haul domestic
flights under 90 minutes, for example, are advance seat reservations, ticket changes and refunds essential items for a pricesensitive traveller?
In most cases, the mid-tier fare is priced the same or slightly
below the basic tier if all the excluded extra components are purchased separately. For value-driven travellers, particularly those
who check baggage, it’s often more cost-effective to buy the midtier fare. Airlines are hoping most consumers will figure that out.
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select Flights ›

passengers

›

seats ›

extras

›

M

plus bundle
enjoy the extras
and save a bundle

starter fare
includes

$35

comfortable leather seat

7kg carry on baggage
strict weight and size limits
apply for carry-on baggage
checked baggage not
included
checked baggage not
included, can be purchased
on the next page.
starter fares are non-refundable.
date, time and name changes are
permitted for a change fee and fare
difference.
View starter Fare rules

with $65 of
included value#

payment

os

t

Bu po
Nd pu
Le l a

Max bundle
r

our fully flexible fare with the lot

$184

no change fees
for date, time & name
changes (fare difference
applies)

Fully flexible fare
No fees for date, time, name,
origin & destination changes
(fare difference may apply)

800 Qantas points
and 10 status credits^ or a
Aud $10 Jetstar Flight
Rewards Voucher*.
Find out more

refundable
(fee applies)

Free standard seat
selection
auD $5 inflight Food &
Beverage Voucher (per
person)
Find out more
conditions apply
20kg checked baggage

plus bundles are non-refundable.
View plus Bundle rules

1,200 Qantas points
and 20 status credits^ or a
Aud $10 Jetstar Flight
Rewards Voucher*.
Find out more
Free seat selection of all
seats
auD $5 inflight Food &
Beverage Voucher (per
person)
Find out more
conditions apply
30kg checked baggage

View Max Bundle rules

included

add to booking

add to booking

#Based on one change and selecting the
Flight Rewards Voucher.

UnbUndling ticket pRices: passengers now pay only For what they value

WillingneSS to Buy up
It’s not only leisure travellers who buy the lowest fare. Savvy business passengers, especially those who make frequent same-day
short-haul return trips, don’t need to pay more for checked baggage and in-flight amenities. For them, the hand-bag only basic
price combined with any frequent flyer programme elite status

www.sps-aviation.com

that gives early boarding privileges saves money and delivers good
value. Mainline airlines, however, would like to get those chronic,
lowest-fare business travellers to buy up to the next tier. Squeezing
more revenue from any number of them, no matter how few, adds
to the bottom line. How willing are price-conscious consumers to
pay more? That may depend on how loyal they are to one carrier.
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configure Your trip

choose payment Method

enter passenger Details

economy Flex

please choose your flights
Berlin, Berlin - Tegel

priority boarding
(where available)
Frankfurt/Main, Frank

21.03.2017

Modify search

security fast lane
(where available)

Berlin - Frankfurt/Main

change to earlier flight on the
same day
our recommendation

+50% award miles
(promotional credit)

economy classic
seat reservation

economy light

seat reservation

1 checked bag
up to 23kg/50lbs

1 carry-on bag
up to 8kg/18lbs
snack & beverages
Mileage accrual: 125

rebooking
not possible
refund
not possible

1 checked bag
up to 23kg/50lbs

1 carry-on bag
up to 8kg/18lbs

1 carry-on bag
up to 8kg/18lbs

snack & beverages

snack & beverages

Mileage accrual: 125

Mileage accrual: 125

rebooking: 70 eur
plus fare difference
refund
not possible

rebooking possible
plus fare difference
refundable except 70 eur
plus fare difference

97,29 eur

77,28 eur

137,29 eur

Mainline caRRieRs: all-inclusive ticket prices are a thing oF the past

WhAt priCe loyAlty?
As the number of mainline airlines migrating to the three-tier economy fare structure goes up, product differentiation between carriers goes down. In the United States, Delta Air Lines was the first
major airline to introduce tiered fares. Last month, American Airlines joined United Airlines in rolling out the new fares in a handful
of domestic markets with more to follow later this year. In Europe,
most major carriers, including British Airways and Lufthansa,
were selling bundled fares in regional markets throughout 2016.
The appeal of mid-tier, classic fares may be that they simply
deliver what consumers used to have years ago with all-inclusive
ticket prices. Then, you reserved a seat, had a checked baggage
allowance, could change your flight for a fee, earned frequent
flyer points, and didn’t pay extra for a cup of tea. Today, those
items are now offered in new, more transparent packaging.

14
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For a mere `200, £15, €20 or $30 more than the one-way
basic economy price, classic fares may be a very inexpensive
way for airlines to keep their frequent business travellers loyal.
the full produCt SpeCtrum in indiA
Domestic tiered fares are also offered by LCCs in India. SpiceJet, IndiGo and GoAir each bundle specific elements of the
travel experience although the product packages are not the
same across all carriers. Yet unlike many of the world’s major
airlines that have already adopted or are migrating to a tiered
fare structure, Jet Airways continues to offer its lowest fare
with all the traditional frills. Every domestic ticket accrues JP
frequent flyer miles and includes a checked baggage allowance,
meals, flight changes and refunds. With each higher price point
comes more generous benefits and greater seat inventory.
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compare the fares

1 x 23kg checked
baggage

flex&fast
Fast Lane & priority
boarding
change and refund
for free
1 x 23kg checked
baggage

choose your seat

preferential seating

light&relax
check&Go

change or refund
against a fee

Hand baggage only

Flight
sN2823

departure

Arrival

duration

09:25
Brussels
Airport
(BRu)

11:15
Budapest
Ferihegy
Airport (Bud)

1h 50m

« prev week

Tue 28 Feb

Wed 1 Mar

Thu 2 Mar

Fri 3 Mar

outbound: ahmedabad-amritsar
Fri, 03 Mar 2017

08:40
14:35

Vistara (uK946)
Vistara (uK994)

Ahmedabad (AMd)
Amritsar (ATQ)

5hr:55min 1stop(s)

€ 333.59

€ 288.59

€ 268.59

sat 4 Mar

sun 5 Mar

Mon 6 Mar

Next Week »

economy
super saver

economy
saver

economy Flexi

premium
economy
saver

premium
economy Flexi

INR 5,675

INR 8,407

INR 12,657

INR 8,101

INR 28,776

Flight details

flight Details

Departure

Duration

flight 6є 154
01:55
(BoM)

Non-stop
2h 10m

lite fare
Hand Baggage only

arrival

04:05 (deL)

Price

3,441.00 INR
Adult

regular fare
Free checked Baggage
Allowance
Price

flexible fare
No change Fee
complimentary seat
Free checked Baggage
Allowance
Price

3,653.00 INR
Adult

4,926.00 INR
Adult

attRacting passengeRs (above): mainline carriers are competing with lccs

one mArket. tWo StruCtureS
As LCCs grow their domestic networks and add more aircraft,
can mainline airlines afford to give all the perks to their lowestfare passengers to stay competitive? When yield management
systems arrived in the 1980s, airlines embraced the power of
the technology and adopted inventory-driven ticket pricing to
maximise revenue.
Now, consumer segmentation and the explosive growth in

www.sps-aviation.com

ancillary revenue is redefining how airlines sell tickets. The
trend to fare bundling seems to be here to stay. At least until the
next idea comes along to replace it. SP
Byron Bohlman is a 35-year airline industry veteran. He
was a former domestic airline pricing director for Air
Canada and global marketing director at Bombardier and
Embraer.
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price
rationalisation
must
Those airlines that fail to manage their finances well and balance their books in this
highly complex and challenging environment, fail to survive
BY Air MArshAl B.K. PAndeY (retd)

I

In February thIs year, the national carrier Air India Indian airline industry and created two airlines in the public
and the budget carrier SpiceJet almost simultaneously made sector. These were Indian Airline Corporation to cater to the
announcements regarding attractive offers for potential air domestic market and Air India International to operate in the
travellers. The offers by the two airlines included extremely low international sector. These two carriers were later renamed as
fares and attractive package deals. Air India came up with an Indian Airlines and Air India respectively. However, in the wake
offer dubbed as 'Buy One Fly Two’ which had provision for a of economic liberalisation initiated by the P.V. Narasimha Rao
free ticket with every booking in first class or business class. government in the early 1990s, the Indian airline industry was
However, this offer was limited to non-metro routes and to the decontrolled paving the way for re-entry of the private sector
as well as foreign investment thus ending the monopoly of the
domestic sector.
SpiceJet came up with a scheme that was named 'Lucky two state-owned carriers Indian Airlines and Air India. Over the
7 Sale' under which the budget carrier was offering all inclu- years thereafter, entry of low-cost carriers such as Air Deccan,
sive one-way fares as low as `777 for travel to select destina- SpiceJet, GoAir, IndiGo Airlines and several others opened up
tions on its domestic network routes including Jammu-Srinagar the facility of air travel through significantly low and affordable
and Agartala-Guwahati. In the second week of March this year airfares, to a large middle income segment of the population
SpiceJet came up with an offer dubbed as ‘Spice Value Pack’ and thus changed the landscape of the Indian airline industry.
The Indian airline industry witnessed a steep rise in the numthat was supposedly designed to add ‘Extra Joy to Air Travel’.
Such campaigns by airlines offering rock-bottom prices for ber of first time fliers both in the urban and rural segments of
air tickets, though music to the ears of the air traveller, would the population. Today, after nearly three decades since the airunderstandably raise doubts about the viability and sustain- line industry was decontrolled, the Indian civil aviation industry
ranks as the ninth in the world and given
ability of their business models. However,
the impressive rate of growth, it is estithe aim of the exercise was obviously to
mated by professional agencies that in
attract greater number of passengers so as
all likelihood, will reach the third slot by
to enhance seat occupancy also referred to
In the next round of
2020 and possibly become the largest by
as ‘passenger load factor’, in an operating
2030 if the current momentum in growth
environment where the competition was
the revIsIon of the
is sustained.
getting more and more intense by the day.
Historical PersPective in Brief
The origin of the Indian airline industry
can be traced back to 1932 when J.R.D.
Tata established Tata Airline, the very first
such entity for the nation. Subsequently,
Tata Airlines was renamed as Air India in
1946. A year later at the time of independence, there were nine air transport companies in India engaged in the handling of
both cargo and passenger traffic. However,
in 1953, the Government of India nationalised the privately-owned assets of the
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natIonal CIvIl avIatIon
PolICy, the government
ought to take a holIstIC
vIew and Create a
balanCed and healthy
envIronment keePIng
In mInd the Interests
of both the travellIng
PublIC and the IndIan
aIrlIne Industry

survival in a comPetitive environment
While the emergence of a large number
of private players on the aviation scene
in the country brought about a profound
change in the quality of air travel and the
services offered to air travellers, it also
ushered in an environment of competition in the industry. This was a new phenomenon and was indeed a qualitative
change from the business environment
prevailing in the past wherein the two
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national carriers Air India and Indian Airlines had enjoyed total incentives for the ailing airline industry. This included a promonopoly. In those days, the air passengers had no option but posal to define the maximum and the minimum fare an airline
to bear the brunt of high airfares. Air travel was a luxury and can charge for travel in economy class. The computation of
was perforce restricted to the affluent segments of the society the price of ticket would be based on break-even price per km
and the senior functionaries of the government. However, in a plus an appropriate profit margin for the carrier. The aim was
liberalised but a fiercely competitive environment, airlines had to ensure that while airlines do not accumulate heavy losses
no option but to lower the price of tickets to maintain respect- and remain viable, the fares at the same time remain affordable levels of passenger load factor as also to garner decent able. Also, the carriers are not able to exploit passengers in
market share. While the perpetually increasing competition did situations demanding urgency of travel. However, many of the
adversely affect the financial performance of the two national stakeholders in the Indian airline industry remained scepticarriers, it did not threaten their existence as the government cal about the proposal and believed that “the Ministry of Civil
was on call with a life support system by way of infusion of Aviation or the Directorate General of Civil Aviation has no
funds as and when required. This was not the case with the business to regulate fares and that such measures are unlikely
airlines in the private sector that not only battled a hostile regu- to help the industry.” After considerable debate on the sublatory environment, but struggled to remain financially viable. It ject, in the second week of June last year, the Minister of Civil
required skills of a high order in the management of the airline Aviation, P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju finally declared that the govand its finances, especially to cope with fare wars that have ernment had dropped plans to regulate air fares. However, in
been breaking out frequently especially in the festival and holi- the National Civil Aviation Policy issued in June last year, the
government had a provision to cap fares for short duration
day seasons.
The airfare charged by airlines consists of a number of flights, but only on regional routes as part of the Regional Connectivity Scheme. The maximum fare a regional carrier can
components as under:
charge is fixed at `1,500 for up to 30 minutes of flying time
• Base fare
and at `2,500 for a one-hour flight. The new policy aims at
• Taxes
bringing down tax-based cost for airlines through reduction
• Airport development fee
in VAT on aviation turbine fuel to one per cent and a viability
• Insurance
gap funding will be provided by the government to compen• Fuel surcharge
sate regional airlines for losses suffered and thus help retain
• Service fee
airfares at affordable levels.
• Food
In the meantime, a public interest litigation was filed in the
• Seat selection
High Court at Delhi urging the court to direct the authorities
• Baggage
The airline benefits primarily from the base fare and mar- to frame guidelines so as to put a cap on airfares and prevent
ginally from some of the other charges such as food, baggage the private airlines from charging arbitrarily, irrationally and
and seat selection. The remaining consist of taxes, insurance exorbitantly for air flights. On July 20 last year, the Delhi High
and the sums levied by the government or facilitation charges. Court had disposed of the PIL with direction to the Ministry of
The only figures the airlines can reduce are those that go into Civil Aviation to consider the issues raised before it and pass
their coffers. They have no freedom to tamper with the remain- an appropriate order in accordance with the law within eight
ing figures. Operating in an environment of cut-throat competi- weeks. End September last year, the Delhi High Court sought
tion, the airlines resort to large reduction in base fare which in a response from the government on the PIL seeking capping
turn seriously impinges on their financial status especially if the of airfares across the country so that flyers are not fleeced by
goodies and concession on fares are offered frequently or for airlines. The Delhi High Court issued a notice to the Ministry
prolonged periods. Several of the newly established airlines in of Civil Aviation after it was informed that the government had
the private sector have bled to death and have had to be shut failed to comply with its earlier direction asking them to decide
down operations or were bought off by the bigger players. One the issue.
such airline was Air Deccan set up by Captain G.R. Gopinath
that was acquired by the glamorous Kingfisher Airlines which tHe final Word
too later proved unviable and had to shut down. More recently, Fare wars benefit passengers more than they benefit airBengaluru-based Air Pegasus could not survive in the highly lines as one can avail of air travel at low and affordable cost.
competitive environment and had to shut down operations after Sometimes, in the fiercely competitive environment, the air15 months of operations. This was followed by Vijayawada- fares plummet to levels that make air travel less expensive
based Air Costa that, as per statements
than travel by rail. For the airlines, while
by the management of the airline, has
they can record high passenger load fachad to shut down its operations albeit
tor in the travelling season, the lean seaIn a lIberalIsed but
temporarily. Earlier on, one of the most
son makes a deep dent in their finances as
successful budget carriers SpiceJet too
operating costs remains consistently high.
fIerCely ComPetItIve
had reached the brink of failure. FortuThose airlines that fail to manage their
envIronment, aIrlInes
nately, its original founder Ajay Singh
finances well and balance their books in
who had parted ways with the company,
this highly complex and challenging envihad no oPtIon but to
returned to take over and revive the ailronment, fail to survive. In the next round
lower
the
PrICe
of
ing carrier.
of the revision of the National Civil AviatICkets to enhanCe
tion Policy, the government ought to take
a holistic view and create a balanced and
caPPing of airfares
Passenger load faCtor
healthy environment keeping in mind the
Soon after the financial crisis that hit
as also to garner
interests of both the travelling public and
SpiceJet in 2014, the Ministry of Civil
the Indian airline industry. SP
market share
Aviation proposed a series of financial
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NEED OF THE HOUR: unLeSS FLoor PriCing iS imPLemented, oPeratorS SuCh aS air CoSta are LiKeLY to FaCe immenSe LeVeL oF PreSSure therebY
diFFiCuLtY to SuStain their oPerationS. the miniStrY WiLL haVe to interVene to Create a ConduCiVe enVironment.

All is not well!
While the Regional Connectivity Scheme unfolds gradually, one has to wait and watch how
this is going to impact the mainline players and the regional players, including general
aviation operators

PhotograPh: KarthiK Kumar / SP guide PubnS

BY R. ChandRakanth

E

EvEryonE is talking about how Indian aviation will soar
in the years to come, with aviation growth registering over 20
per cent year on year, reflected mostly by massive surge in passenger movement. They all seem euphoric that India will be the
third top aviation market in the next five years, from its current ranking of ninth. That is a phenomenal jump. Everyone is
banking on the National Civil Aviation Policy and the Regional
Connectivity Scheme to do wonders. While the top echelons in
the Civil Aviation Ministry are doing everything to create an ecosystem for growth, there are still many issues that are eroding
airline performance, more so of the regional airlines.
Regional aiRlines getting gRounded
All is not well on the regional airline front. The first regional
airline from Vijayawada — Air Costa — is again in the news for
all the wrong reasons. It has suspended flight operations due
to financial muddle, the second such set back in nearly four
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years of its operations. While it began on a good note, peaked it
with ordering 50 E-Jets E2 at the 2014 Singapore Airshow, Air
Costa is now facing another bout of financial nightmare. The
company, which had four Embraer aircraft at its peak, is left
with none as the lender GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS)
has repossessed them. Negotiations are on between the lessor
and Air Costa and the latter has stopped taking bookings for
a temporary period. The Vice President (Marketing and Brand
Communication) Kavi Chaurasia had told the media that a clear
picture would emerge soon and the airline would announce
when operations would be resumed.
With fund crunch, the airline has reportedly only paid the base
slab salaries for January and the promoters, LEPL Group, are trying to clear the dues. The Vijayawada-based group has diversified
interests in real estate and infrastructure development.
While Air Costa is floundering, another regional airline
which hit the dust is Air Pegasus. It had to shut down opera-
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tions within almost a year of starting as it could not repay the
lease amount to Dublin-based lessor Elix Aviation. Bengalurubased Air Pegasus is part of Décor Aviation which is into ground
handling. The Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) had
suspended the flying licence of Air Pegasus in November 2016
after the carrier failed to give assurance for resumption of its
operations then. Air Pegasus has not been operating its services
since July 27, 2016, following huge losses and its failure to pay
lease rentals to the aircraft lessors.
aiR Pegasus-Flyeasy tie-uP
Meanwhile, another operator from Bengaluru — FlyEasy —
who was supposed to take off some time back has not started
operations, but has taken a different route. Now, FlyEasy has
taken a stake of 74 per cent of Air Pegasus for an undisclosed
sum, hoping to start commercial operations. It is reported that
FlyEasy will invest `26 crore in the partnership with `13 crore
as capital and the rest would be debt restructuring. Subsequently, it plans to invest `60 crore.
Shyson Thomas, who started Pegasus, said the company
was in talks with Oman Air and FlyDubai for selling its stake,
but these did not materialise. “After the Kingfisher debacle most
foreign investors are worried and suspicious about the Indian
market,” Thomas said. Air Pegasus has entered into a strategic
partnership with ABC Aviation and Training Services Pvt Ltd-led
FlyEasy India to revive its operations from March 1, the airline
said in a statement recently. "Air Pegasus
will continue as a regional airline operating in Tier-II and Tier-III cities," said
Thomas. The firm did not disclose investments or any other details but said FlyEasy's Zulfikar Ahmed Khan will be the
new group Chairman while Thomas will
continue in the board as Vice Chairman.

while government-run Air India is always on a ventilator. Coming back to regional airlines which are floundering, the reasons
for their not establishing themselves as a segment lie within.
HigH Cost oF oPeRations
One of the main reasons for regional airlines to hit air turbulence very fast is the high cost of operations and the not-so-deep
pockets to sustain operations. Even companies which have requisite funds are now wary to enter the regional airline segment
as evidenced by VRL Logisitics backing out of the regional airline project. The promoters — Vijay Sankeshwar and Anand
Sankeshwar — had said in May 2016 that they would start a
regional airline, but now have informed the Stock Exchanges
that they would not go ahead with that plan in the light of new
aviation policy. Instead the VRL group is planning to make forays into launching a regional television channel, a safer bet?
atF taxes need to be loweRed
The high cost of aviation turbine fuel (ATF) is another reason
for airlines not to become viable soon enough as ATF accounts
for nearly 40 per cent of operational costs and with such volatility, airlines have to have real good revenue management
team to offset this cost as much as possible. The Centre which
is aggressively making a case for expanding regional aviation
has asked states to reduce taxes on ATF for regional flights.
Heeding to the request by the Minister of Civil Aviation, P. Ashok
Gajapathi Raju, the Delhi government
recently announced that it had reduced
value added tax (VAT) from 25 per cent
to 1 per cent on ATF for regional flights.
If this happens across India, the regional
airlines can breathe a little easier, while
there continue to be other challenges.
Financial crunch continues to plague
regional airlines and there is not much
of lessor confidence in the regional players. For that matter, the airline sector has
problems of access to funds. Says Shyson
Thomas of the failed airline Air Pegasus
that ‘the debacle of Kingfisher Airlines was the turning point’
in lessors rethinking on India as an investment destination. The
lessors have had gargantuan difficulties in repossessing aircraft
and taking it out of India. The government realising that there
was low lessor confidence has made it easier and also tried to
bring down leasing costs.

After the Kingfisher
debAcle most foreign
investors Are worried
And suspicious About the
indiAn mArKet

aiR CaRnival’s low load FaCtoRs
The southern part of India has another
regional outfit in Air Carnival, promoted
by a Coimbatore-based conglomerate. It
commenced operations from July 18, 2016, with Coimbatore
International Airport as the hub and connecting to major
regional airports. The airline has started services with ATR
72-500 aircraft initially and plans to add two more by the end of
June 2017. Another regional player TruJet from Hyderabad is
also operating ATR 72-500 and has plans to induct ATR 72-600
soon. Air Carnival had the lowest load factor in January 2017 at
56.6 per cent, and TruJet was at 74.8 per cent, while the latter
had the highest cancellations in January. Regional airlines (Air
Carnival, Air Costa, TruJet and also Air Pegasus till it was flying) always were on the top of the list in cancellations, causing
severe inconvenience to passengers.

gRim PiCtuRe
Indeed, a very grim picture for the regional airline segment.
The problems are galore — huge debts; lessor’s repossessing
aircraft; low passenger load factors; high rate of cancellations;
unpaid salaries; safety issues etc — and above all the segment is
gradually losing its sheen among the flying passengers.
Why is it that regional airlines have found themselves in
such a quagmire? Well, it is not just regional airlines, but even
low-cost carriers and full service airlines (take Air India for
instance, it is always in a mess and now and then bailed out
by the government). That was one of the grouses of Vijay Mallya stating that there was no bail out for Kingfisher Airlines
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CollaboRation, not ConFRontation is tHe answeR
The regional players also have a grouse against the mainline
players, including low-cost carriers, who they feel are slashing
ticket fares to such an extent that it becomes unviable for a
regional player to compete in such markets. The question therefore before both the segments is — to live and let live. Regional
players state that the mainline players should not get into ‘predatory pricing’ on thin routes which are suitable for regional airline. Unless there is collaboration, the problem is not going to go
away. The best route would be for mainline airline and regional
airline to join hands to work out the best route networking for
the travelling public.
While the Regional Connectivity Scheme unfolds gradually, one has to wait and watch how this is going to impact the
mainline players and the regional players, including general
aviation operators. But the route that seems most reasonable is
collaboration which the airlines need to start exploring, before
it is too late. SP
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LARGE ORDERS,
THAT’S
A REAL LEAP
The LEAP delivers 15 per cent improvement in fuel consumption, compared to today’s
best CFM56 engines and maintains the same level of dispatch reliability and life-cycle
maintenance costs

PhotograPh: Safran

BY R. ChandRakanth

B

Boeing this month announced that the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has certified the 737 MAX 8 airplane
powered by CFM International LEAP-1B engines for commercial service. Boeing is now in the final stages of preparing for
the first 737 MAX 8 delivery to customers in the coming months.
“Our relationship with Boeing on the 737 goes back to more
than 35 years and we are proud and honoured to be part of the
MAX programme,” said Gaël Méheust, CFM President and CEO.
The LEAP-1B-powered Boeing 737 MAX began flight tests in
January 2016 and the engine has performed exceptionally well
in more than 2,200 aircraft flight hours. CFM achieved engine
certification in May 2016.
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Earlier in the first week of March, Airbus announced that
the A321neo powered by LEAP-1A engine had received Type
Certification from the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
and FAA, paving the way for delivery of the first A321neo
equipped with the LEAP engine later this year.
“The LEAP-1A entry into service on the A320neo has been
incredibly smooth,” said Gaël Méheust. “Our customers really
love the fuel efficiency, reliability and low noise the engine is
bringing to their fleets. We are proud to be a part of this great
programme.” The LEAP-1A-powered A320neo entered commercial service in August 2016 and nine airlines have taken
delivery of a total of 72 engines to date.
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To ensure the ramp-up in production for the new LEAP
In December 2016, CFM International’s advanced LEAP1C integrated propulsion system was simultaneously awarded engine, CFM is modernising and expanding production faciliType Certificates by both the EASA and FAA, paving the way for ties. Both GE and Safran Aircraft Engines have added new manentry into commercial service on the Comac C919 aircraft. CFM ufacturing capability at sites throughout the US and France,
is unique in that it is the only engine manufacturer to gain dual making a combined capital investment of more than $1billion.
original certification from both agencies, rather than one lead
agency issuing a type certification and the second agency vali- Large Orders
dating that certification. This reflects CFM’s 50/50 design and In 2016, CFM International achieved near record orders with
production structure between parent companies GE and Saf- the company booking a total of 2,677 engines, including 876
ran, which has been so successful for more than 40 years. The CFM56 engines (commercial, military and spares) and 1,801
LEAP engine was officially launched in December 2009 when LEAP engines (including commitments and spares). 2017 is
Comac selected the LEAP-1C as the sole Western power plant already off to a good start, with more than 580 engine orders
for its 150-passenger C919 airplane. The engine incorporates a received in January. At the same time, the LEAP engine has now
unique fully integrated propulsion system (IPS).
garnered more than 12,200 total engine orders and commitOn its way to engine certification, CFM pushed its LEAP test ments excluding options, at a value of more than $170 billion
programme to the limit. To meet with the performance and reli- at list price.
ability expectations made to its customers, a total of 60 LEAP
CFM production remains at historic rates with the company
engines were built to execute the most extensive ground and flight delivering a total of 1,693 CFM56 engines and 77 LEAP engines
test certification programme in the company’s history. To date, the in 2016. The LEAP-1A engine had a very successful entry into
LEAP-1A, LEAP-1B and LEAP-1C engines have all been jointly commercial service with Pegasus Airlines in August 2016, when
certified by EASA and FAA. The LEAP-1A — Airbus A320neo has CFM began the transition to LEAP production. The total number
a 24,500 to 35,000 pounds thrust at altitude; the LEAP-1B — Boe- of CFM56 engines produced will drop beginning this year and the
ing 737 MAX has 23,000 to 28,000 pounds thrust and the LEAP- full transition is expected to be completed by the year 2020, at
1C — Comac C919 delivers 27,980 to 30,000 pounds thrust.
which time the company expects to be producing engines at a rate
The LEAP-1C thrust reverser was
of more than 2,000 LEAP engines per year.
developed by Nexcelle, a joint venture
between Safran Nacelles and GE Avia15 Per Cent FueL ImPrOvement
tion’s Middle River Aircraft Systems
The LEAP delivers a 15 per cent improveCFM has launChed its
(MRAS). In addition to the IPS, the LEAPment in fuel consumption, compared to
1C engine features some of the industry’s
today’s best CFM56 engines and mainMost CoMprehensive
most advanced technologies, including 3D
tains the same level of dispatch reliability
readiness plan ever,
woven carbon fibre composite fan blades
and life-cycle maintenance costs.
ensuring sMooth,
and fan case; a unique debris rejection sysLeveraging the successes and unritem; fourth-generation three-dimensional
valed experience of the CFM56 prosuCCessFul entries into
aerodynamic designs; the Twin-Annular,
gramme, the LEAP engine is built for
serviCe For all leap
Pre-Swirl (TAPS) combustor featuring addi99.98 per cent dispatch reliability —
tively manufactured fuel nozzles; ceramics
which means more time in the air and
operators
matrix composite shrouds in the high-presless maintenance time.
sure turbine and titanium aluminide (Ti-Al)
blades in the low-pressure turbine.
aerOdynamICaLLy eFFICIent
The first LEAP-1C engine successfully completed a flight test The fan blades for the LEAP engines are manufactured from 3D
programme in late 2014 on a modified 747 flying test bed at GE woven RTM (Resin Transfer Molding) carbon fibre composite,
facilities in Victorville, California. In November 2015, the first C919 an industry first for CFM. This technology results in fan blades
rolled out at Comac facilities in Shanghai. More recently, Comac that are not only lightweight, but so durable that each individsuccessfully started the engines for the first time in early Novem- ual blade is strong enough to support the weight of a wide-body
ber 2016, running them for 10 minutes at ground idle power at the airplane like the Airbus A350 or Boeing 787.
company’s Shanghai Pudong International Airport facility.
The LEAP engines currently in commercial service are proLIghter yet strOnger
viding operators with double-digit improvements in fuel con- The LEAP engine is the first engine to use additive manufactursumption and CO2 emissions compared to today’s best CFM ing to ‘grow’ complex, fully dense yet lighter engines. Its fuel
engine, along with dramatic reductions in engine noise and nozzles are 25 per cent lighter than previous models and five
exhaust gaseous emissions. All this technology brings with it times more durable than parts manufactured conventionally.
CFM’s legendary reliability and low maintenance costs.
CFM has launched its most comprehensive readiness plan Lean Burn, LOw emIssIOns
ever, ensuring smooth, successful entries into service for all The LEAP engine features the second generation Twin-Annular,
LEAP operators. It has dedicated expert field service engineers Pre-Mixing Swirler Combustor (TAPS II) which reduces NOx
(FSE) network; entry-into-service road map customised for emissions by 50 per cent versus CAEP/6 standards. Unlike traeach client; reactivity or support stress tests; opening of a new ditional combustors that mix fuel and air inside the combustion
24x7 customer support centre (CSC) for LEAP and new dedi- chamber, the LEAP nozzle pre-mixes these elements to provide
cated LEAP Maintenance Training Centres.
what our engineers call “lean burn combustion”.
It has a proven global support network in place with 60
The unique LEAP debris rejection system provides the best
plus customer support managers; over 250 global field service erosion protection, preventing sand, dirt and other harmful
engineers; five training centres on three continents; and three items from reaching the core. As a result, the highly durable,
customer support and diagnostics centres.
more efficient LEAP engine stays new for longer periods. SP
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BizAvindiA ConferenCe

Addressing the conference delegAtes:
(Top, L-r) JayanT nadkarni, presidenT Baoa; kurT edwards, direcTor GeneraL, inTernaTionaL Business aviaTion counciL (iBac);
(aBove, L-r) Group capTain r.k. BaLi (reTd), ManaGinG direcTor, Baoa; rohiT kapur, ManaGinG direcTor, arrow aircrafT and forMer presidenT of Baoa

Will Business
Aviation Ride
PiggyBack on
RCS?
phoToGraphs: Baoa

Of the 476 airports, 94 are operational of which only 75 have scheduled operations, thus
indicating the huge gap that could be tapped by regional, general and business aviation
operators
BY R. ChandRakanth
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BizAvindiA ConferenCe

The business aviaTion communiTy is still trapped in the The existing capacity which is sitting on the ground is not able
perception that it is ‘elitist’, though there are instances of how to move into RCS.” Charter companies wanting to operate under
the segment is a business tool. Trying to shed this ‘elitist per- the RCS have to get certification under the category of SCA. The
ception’ has been the Business Aircraft Operators Association other problem was that the regulator has said the SCA operators
(BAOA) through its annual BizAvIndia conferences, seminars cannot use a single-engine aircraft and that only a twin-engine
and workshops, BizAvIndia magazine in association with SP’s aircraft is eligible. In response to this, Chaukiyal mentioned that
the single-engine issue had been flagged for consideration and
Aviation and other networking events.
The recent and its third BizAvIndia conference with presenta- that most probably it would be allowed soon.
The Viability Gap Funding (VGF), Rohit Kapur said, was not
tion of awards, held on the eve of Aero India 2017 in Bengaluru
was no exception. While the BAOA does a commendable job of aligned for under 20-seat category of aircraft. The existing NSOPs
lining up eminent speakers from the industry, somehow the BAOA should be allowed to apply for VGF. The process of bidding for
seems to have missed out on two major elements that would be of RCS, he hoped that the authorities had done due diligence.
The BAOA President Jayant Nadkarni said these were early
help in fighting the ‘perception’ battle. The third BizAvIndia conference held at Leela Palace in Bengaluru had only one govern- days of reform and there was considerable vibrancy, yet there
ment official attending. Greater efforts need to be put in to bring was need for a lot of ‘cleansing’ in governance. He said that
government officials to such events. The second missing element BAOA, on its part, was looking at ways to optimally utilise busiwas mainline media, not the trade media, which still has con- ness aircraft fleet. “There has to be a seamless and transparent
siderable influence on decision-making and on perception issues. link between operators, though not cartelisation, if the aircraft
Raising a point to this effect was Jayant Baranwal, Editor- utilisation levels have to increase.” The BAOA, he added, would
in-Chief of SP’s Aviation, who said that the BAOA has to get the constantly engage with the government to address the issues
captains of the industry such as the Tatas, Birlas and the Jindals of the industry. Meanwhile, the BAOA would continue to organinvolved in taking up the cause of business aviation. They are ise safety workshops and other industry-related events to be a
not only individuals who use business aircraft for business pur- robust and responsible sector.
Group Captain R.K. Bali (Retd), Managing Director of BAOA,
poses; but also are highly influential and what they say grabs
said the National Civil Aviation Policy was a comprehensive one
media attention.
This point was further strengthened when former President of and that regional connectivity scheme got top priority and it was
BAOA Rohit Kapur stated that it would make sense to have ‘new for the general aviation and business aviation segments to benefit
generation of owners’ to lobby and also to help BAOA become from this, though there were many issues that needed to be sorted
financially healthy to take up series of events to create awareness out. The sector had to look at ways to ride piggyback on RCS.
Kanika Tekriwal, CEO and founder of JetSetGo, said the bigand interact with the government authorities. Rohit Kapur said
while there was a breath of fresh air (thanks to various initiatives gest challenge was that of infrastructure or the lack of it. “Someof the government), at the implementation level, there were lot times, we do four destinations in a day and there are different
regulatory issues for each of them. There are last minute surprises
many hurdles and a shake-up was essential.
The sole representative from the government at the confer- by the regulator which may have a bearing on costs, she said; but
ence, R.K. Chaukiyal, Executive Director of the Airports Authority added that the business aviation segment was not an unprofitable
of India, mentioned that nearly 60 per cent of the bidders under industry. However, she mentioned that the advice given to prothe Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) were from the general spective buyers of aircraft is not go ahead as there is nearly 45 per
aviation/business aviation segment and he was aware of the cent underutilisation of the business aviation fleet. We are instead
challenges. He said in the first phase of the tendering process suggesting to prospective buyers to ‘buy flying hours’.
Vineeth Phatak of Invision Group said the country needed
which had commenced, about 35 airports would get operationalised which would address issues of connectivity to regional and more aircraft management companies, thus bringing about furremote areas. Of the 476 airports, including defence and civil ther professionalism in the sector, while Group Captain Pankaj
enclaves, 94 airports were operational and of that only 75 had Chopra (Retd), Director (Aviation) of Oberoi Group, said safety
scheduled operations, thus indicating the huge gap that could aspects were important and “we should not lose sight of safety”.
He pointed out that between 2010 and now, there were eight fatal
be tapped by regional, general and business aviation operators.
India, he said, was the least penetrated aviation market in accidents in business aviation which was “not good statistics”.
Anurag Srivastava, CEO of Bird-Execujet, said the company
terms of per capita at 0.4 trips, while in China it was 0.15 and
in the US it was 2.12. To encourage increased aviation activity, was developing 65 parking bays and soon parking slots would
he said the government was liberalising conditions such as non- be easier to get for business aircraft operators. “In Delhi, getting
AOP holders could also apply for RCS. Also 15 states had signed runway time is not an issue, getting parking slot is an issue.”
Mark Martin of Martin Consultancy said while the general
memorandum of understanding (MoU) and others would soon
aviation/business aviation segment had taken progressive
follow to implement the scheme.
While acknowledging that RCS was a good start, Rohit Kapur steps, there was need to make noise for the powers that be
to respond. “We need to go to the Parsaid that seamless transformation of ‘existliamentary Committees to make them
ing capacity’ in general aviation/business
aware of our problems.” To which the
aviation into ‘unserved and underserved’
BAOA President said “the BAOA will not
KaniKa TeKriwal, CeO and
areas would not be possible. The draft
go on dharna, but surely will engage with
Civil Aviation Regulations (CAR) was not
fOunder
Of
JeTSeTGO,
the authorities.” Kapil Kaul of CAPA sug‘doable’. The ministry had straight away
Said The biGGeST
gested that the BAOA bring out a paper
introduced the Scheduled Commuter Airon the ‘economic loss’ to the country of
line (SCA) category and the entry barriers
ChallenGe waS ThaT Of
not using business aircraft, instead of
were different from non-scheduled operainfraSTruCTure Or The
talking about ‘economic gains’ of using
tors. “It is an extra conservative approach
business aircraft. SP
laCK Of iT
of the Directorate General of Civil Aviation.
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JayanT BaranwaL, chairMan and ManaGinG direcTor of sp Guide puBLicaTions, GreeTs The MinisTer of sTaTe for civiL aviaTion
JayanT sinha. Group capTain r.k. BaLi (reTd), ManaGinG direcTor of Baoa, is aLso seen on The dais.

SP GUIDE
PUBLICATIONS

receives
‘SPECIAL contribution AWARD’
at 3RD BIZAVINDIA AWARDS EVENT

T

he Third ediTion of Baoa’s Bizavindia conference and
awards was held at the Leela palace in Bengaluru on the eve of
aero india 2017. The evening of the conference unfolded the
awards ceremony in presence of the union Minister of state for civil
aviation Jayant sinha. it was the very first time that a Minister was
present throughout the evening encouraging the business aviation
fraternity and he personally handed over the awards to the winners
at the glittering ceremony. The business aviation glitterati enjoyed
the evening receiving the awards and applauding their industry colleagues amidst a beautiful musical presentation.
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The Minister gave away the awards encouraging the efforts
put together by the award recipients. The awards are going strong
every year with inclusion of more and new categories, encouraging the sector. sp Guide publications group was felicitated by
a ‘special contribution award’ for its relentless contributions
towards the growth and promotion of india’s business and general aviation sector.
The award was received by the chairman and Managing director of sp Guide publications, Jayant Baranwal, from the union
Minister of state for civil aviation Jayant sinha. humbled by the
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JayanT BaranwaL of sp Guide puBLicaTions receivinG The award froM The MinisTer of sTaTe for civiL aviaTion JayanT sinha.
JayanT nadkarni, presidenT of Baoa, and Group capTain r.k. BaLi (reTd), ManaGinG direcTor of Baoa, are aLso seen on The dais.

honour bestowed, Jayant Baranwal shared the group’s passion
towards the cause and upliftment of business and general aviation. president of Baoa Jayant nadkarni acknowledged sp Guide
publications for its efforts in taking up the cause of the business
aviation/general aviation segments and also thanked the organ-

isation for bringing out its quarterly magazine, BizAvIndia, which
highlights issues, talks about trends and connects the global
business aviation community.
— Neetu Dhulia, Bengaluru

Minister Jayant sinha also gave away the following awards at
the glittering ceremony:
innovAtion AwArd
• Sterlite Power
• Aviators Air Rescue
hAll of fAme AwArd
ratan Tata, chairman, Tata sons
(award received by subhabrata roy, Taj air)
Best service AwArd
Bird execuJet
operAtor of the YeAr AwArd
Large Fleet Category: Global vectra
JayanT BaranwaL reinsTaTed sp Guide puBLicaTions’ passion Towards
The cause and upLifTMenT of Business and GeneraL aviaTion,
afTer receivinG The award.

www.sps-aviation.com

Mid-size Fleet Category: airmid aviation
(award received by rohit kapur)
Small Fleet Category: poonawalla aviation
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innovAtion AwArd: (LefT) sTerLiTe power. received By ved Mani Tiwari, coo;
(riGhT) aviaTors air rescue. received By arun sharMa, ManaGinG direcTor.

(LefT) hAll of fAme AwArd: raTan TaTa, chairMan, TaTa Group. received By suBhaBraTa roy, TaJ air;
(riGhT) Best service AwArd: Bird execuJeT. received By anuraG srivasTava, ceo.

operAtor of the YeAr AwArd —
(LefT) lArge fleet cAtegorY: GLoBaL vecTra. received By capTain sanJay panwar;
(MiddLe) mid-size fleet cAtegorY: airMid aviaTion. received By rohiT kapur;
(riGhT) smAll fleet cAtegorY: poonawaLLa aviaTion. received By capTain sanJay Menzies and coLLeaGue.
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PhotoGraPh: karthik kuMar / sP GuiDe Pubns

the then Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar, Minister for civil aviation P. ashok GajaPathi raju, Minister of state for civil aviation jayant sinha,
Minister of state for Defence subhash raMrao bhaMre, three service chiefs anD other DiGnitaries at the aero inDia 2017, at yelahanka air
force station in benGaluru on february 14, 2017

is the show
Losing its
sheen?
In the 11th edition of Aero India from February 14 to 19, 2017, there was not only a sense
of déjà vu, but also that the show was losing its sheen
BY R. ChandRakanth
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Aero IndIA 2017

More than the business deals, the joint ventures, amazing technologies and the static and aerial display of aircraft, two
things that remained on everyone’s mind — when will India
have one really good air show and where will it be held in a
professional manner? Presently, we have the Aero India, predominantly defence show, which is held in Bengaluru and India
Aviation, civil aviation show, with Hyderabad as its location.
In the 11th edition of Aero India from February 14 to 19,
2017, there was not only a sense of déjà vu, but also that the
show was losing its international sheen. At one time, there was
promise that it would overtake the air shows at Dubai and Singapore, but no. It is not likely to happen as the bureaucratic
hold is enormous on the show. Unlike, Farnborough, Paris and
Dubai where the air shows are organised by private and professional organisations, in India it is the Ministry of Defence and
now included the Ministry of Civil Aviation.
Poor marketing, Poor infrastructure
Paris and Farnborough need not market as they are so well
established, but yet they do through their professional marketing arm. Aero India marketing seemingly is missing or how else
can you explain a decrease in the number of exhibitors from
nearly 700 in the previous edition to about 500 in 2017. Is anyone held accountable for the decrease in the number of exhibitors, a big doubt? Importantly, some of the exhibitors voiced
that they paid more for the stalls this year, but the facilities they
got were much less and also that the show looked more ‘local’
due to the huge presence of MSMEs. Nothing wrong about
MSMEs, but then the big boys of aerospace and defence make a
lot of difference to an air show and that was missing.
Coming to the venue per se, the Air Force Station, Yelahanka, on the not-so-far outskirts of Bengaluru, has become
‘unfriendly’ to the business visitor. Starting from getting into the
venue to moving about in the venue, it is chaotic, to understate.

With vast land area at the Air Force Station, the organisers by
now should have plugged all the gaps at the venue, having gone
through 10 editions. But alas no. Wherever the next edition is
going to be held, it is hoped that professionals will be roped
in to organise and not in the last minute. There is already talk
that it could be Goa. We never know! But Goa is not the place
for a mega air show. The tiny airport cannot handle aircraft
movement, nor will the roads for vehicular traffic. Defexpo held
earlier in 2016 showed the gaping holes in organising in a back
of beyond place.
convergence soon
Be that as may, that there is going to be convergence of these
two biennial shows is for sure. Both, the then Minister of
Defence Manohar Parrikar (since resigned and now Goa Chief
Minister) and Minister of Civil Aviation, P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju,
announced that it would be one show. And for the first time,
the two Ministers shared the inaugural platform as well as
addressed the joint press conference.
At Aero India this convergence was on full display, at least
at the ministerial level, though on the ground there was hardly
any noticeable civil aviation element. As for the other question,
where it will be held, it is a million dollar question. here are still
many organisational issues.
However, the Civil Aviation Minister told this correspondent:
“See, in Paris there is one air show for both civil and military,
similarly in Farnborough (London) it is one air show and they
have marketed them so well. We need to bring about this convergence between civil and military due to many commonalities
and the country as such will benefit.”
aai to invest heavily in infrastructure
Minister Raju said Indian civil aviation was the fastest growing one
in the world, registering a growth rate of over 20 per cent in the

PhotoGraPh: twitter.coM / sPokesPersonMoD

the then Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar hanDs over DrDo’s first inDiGenous airborne early warninG anD control (aew&c) aircraft,
the eMbraer erj-145, in the initial oPerational clearance confiGuration to the inDian air force
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(l-r) air chief Marshal b.s. Dhanoa, Minister of state for Defence Dr subhash bhaMre, the then Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar anD
Minister for civil aviation ashok GajaPathi raju at the inauGutaion of aero inDia 2017

last two years. In the wake of growing civil aviation sector, the airports need to grow to meet the demands. The Airports Authority of
India (AAI) has decided to invest about $2.6 billion in the next five
years for improving the existing airports. “If we have to sustain
and take forward the current growth we need more investments
from all sides. If we are able to sustain this growth we will be the
third largest civil aviation market in the world by 2022.”
Addressing a joint press conference, Raju said that the
National Civil Aviation Policy and subsequently the Regional
Connectivity Scheme (RCS) were going to be facilitators of phenomenal growth. He underscored the importance of both MRO
(maintenance, repair and overhaul) and the air cargo sector
which have a multiplier effect on the economy. “The objective
of RCS is to make flying affordable for the masses, to promote
tourism, increase employment and promote balanced regional
growth. It also intends to put life into
unserved and underserved airports.”
‘make in india’ theme resonates
There were no major defence deals to
write home about. However, the recurring theme in the last two years has been
‘Make in India’. The flagbearer of this
theme was the Advanced Hawk by the
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and
BAE Systems.

www.sps-aviation.com

advanced hawk, in indo-uk colours
For the first time in India, BAE Systems showcased the Advanced
Hawk, the latest development of the world’s most successful jet
trainer, in collaboration with HAL. This fulfils the commitment
made jointly by BAE Systems and HAL at the 2015 Aero India to
explore future possibilities for the Hawk aircraft for India and
export markets.
Clad in Indo-UK colours, the Advanced Hawk was on display at HAL’s stand, together with a simulator showcasing the
aircraft’s new capabilities. Building on the success of the Hawk
Mk132, which recently completed 1,00,000 flying hours with
the Indian Air Force and the Indian Navy, the new features of
the Advanced Hawk enable training activities currently performed on front line fighter aircraft to be undertaken on the
updated air platform.
Stephen Timms, Managing Director,
Defence Information, Training & Services, said: “The Advanced Hawk is a
testimonial of our commitment to sharing technology, capability and knowledge to build advanced systems in India,
for India and from India. Together with
HAL, we are looking forward to show
this industry-funded demonstrator to the
Indian and other air forces and seeking
their feedback on the combination of fea-

There were no major
defence deals To wriTe
home abouT. however,The
recurring Theme in The
lasT Two years has been
‘make in india’
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(toP, l-r) blazinG the sky: Dassault rafale PerforMinG a Manoeuvre over yelahanka air force station in benGaluru;
hal ManufactureD liGht coMbat helicoPter over yelahanka; (above, l-r) iaf’s su-30 Mki flyinG at near suPer sonic velocity;
inDiGenously built lca tejas in fliGht.
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tures that will better prepare student combat pilots for the
demands of front line aircraft.” Alistair Castle, Country Director, said: “‘Make in India’ is the cornerstone of our strategy
and Aero India is an excellent platform for us to engage all
our customers and wider industry to explore new ideas for
partnerships, whilst strengthening existing ones such as the
one with HAL and Mahindra.”
hal’s coffers are full
HAL is going aggressive on its production and upgrade of
various aircraft according to its Chairman and Managing
Director, T. Suvarna Raju. HAL had completed 180 units of
Sukhoi MKI against an order of 222 and the remaining would
be delivered in 2019-20; the LCA MkI will be completed in
2019-20 and it had got the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC)
approval for 83 LCA MkIA. HAL would
be ramping up production of LCA from 8
to 16 aircraft for which the cabinet had
cleared `1,390 crore.
HAL would complete deliveries of the
advanced light helicopter (ALH) by 201718, having delivered 136 out of 159 ALH.
Another 73 ALH order would be signed
in the next few days. The basic configuration of the light combat helicopter (LCH)

had been completed and had got DAC approval for 15 LCH,
10 for the Indian Air Force and five for the Indian Navy. HAL
has a healthy turnover of `16,736 crore in 2015-16, a growth
of 7.14 per cent and by end of January 2017, it had sales of
`10,086 crore.
airbus bets on india’s vision
“The future of Indian aerospace and defence industry rests
on the realisation of the 'Make in India' vision,” said Pierre de
Bausset, who heads Airbus India. Airbus has partnered with
the Tata Advanced Systems Limited to set up a final assembly
line for C295W military transport planes in the country. The
C295Ws will replace the Indian Air Force’s ageing Avro fleet as
part of a $2-billion programme for 56 new planes. While 16 of
these will come in a flyaway condition, the remaining will be
built in India.

This is an excellenT
venue To furTher
discussions in supporT
of prime minisTer modi’s
call To ‘make in india’
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us brings strong delegation
The US-India Business Council (USIBC)
showcased continuity in the defence and
security partnership between the United
States and India following designation
of India as a “Major Defence Partner”,
which directs the US Government to
prioritize defence trade with India. The
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(toP, l-r) hal ManufactureD hawk-i trainer in the take-off MoDe; inDian arMy’s ruDra helicoPters PerforMinG on yelahanka skies;
(above, l-r) usaf c-130j suPer hercules in fliGht; scanDinavian skycats PerforMinG an aerobatic act on catwalk.

international delegation consisted of over 20 senior executives tor System (AROS) was on show. On the commercial side, its
Senior Vice President, Sales, Asia-Pacific and India, Dinesh
from American aerospace and defence companies.
USIBC’s Executive Mission was led by George Standridge, Keskar said that the company would revisit the forecast of
Vice President for Strategy and Business Development for 1,850 new commercial airplanes for India from now to 2035
Lockheed Martin, and Tom Bell, Senior Vice President, Boeing. to factor in the requirement of regional jets, post RCS. He said
Senior executives representing America’s top defence compa- Boeing would wait and watch how the RCS would unfold.
nies, including Arconic, Telephonics, Raytheon, Honeywell, While agreeing that RCS would require less than 130-seat
Harris Corporation, Raytheon, and Textron Systems were part aircraft, he said the regional jets and turboprops would first
of the delegation. The mission co-lead Standridge said, "India create the market in the second and tertiary markets and in
is an important partner for the US industry. With a presence about five years time, it would mature for single-aisle aircraft
in India for over 25 years, Lockheed Martin is pleased to par- to move in.
ticipate alongside the US-India Business Council at Aero India
2017. This is an excellent venue to further
lockheed martin in talks with
discussions in support of Prime Minister
government
Narendra Modi’s call to ‘Make in India’,
Lockheed Martin said discussions are
and we are committed to sharing knowlcurrently taking place between the US
wherever and whenever
edge, skills, and technology, today and in
and Indian governments on the compathe future.”
ny's plans to set up manufacturing base
The single air show
for F-16 fighter jets in India. Randall L.
would be held, iT
Howard, F-16, Business Development,
boeing military and commercial
would cerTainly be
and Abhay Paranjpe said that Lockheed
focus
Martin was not looking at just assemBoeing
exhibited
the
company’s
bigger comprising
bling their aircraft here, but looking at
advanced commercial and defence prodboTh miliTary and civil
establishing the complete manufacturing
ucts and services capabilities of interest
base and the ecosystem here in India.
to India. A KC-46A Air Refuelling OperasegmenTs
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“We are looking at transferring our entire production from
our existing Fort Worth facility to India and also exporting
them from here.”
rolls-royce co-creating future with india
In sync with the ‘Make in India’ theme, Rolls-Royce presented
its ‘Co-creating the future with India’ vision. It displayed the
Adour Mk951, Advanced Military Fan Concept model. “Aero
India highlights the complete spectrum of the country’s
aerospace and defence interests. For us this is a significant
platform to showcase our continued commitment to support
India’s future indigenisation and self-reliance ambitions,”
said Kishore Jayaraman, President, Rolls-Royce India and
South Asia.

PhotoGraPhs: karthik kuMar / sP GuiDe Pubns, bae systeMs

dassault strengthens PartnershiP
The Dassault Aviation group had significant presence at the
airshow with the Rafale roaring in the skies with daily flying
displays by the French Air Force. The Indian Air Force has
been flying Dassault aircraft since 1953 and the contract to
acquire 36 Rafale, signed last September, is a continuation of
this strategic, technological and industrial success story. In the
field of business aviation, Indian companies are also turning
to Dassault, with about 20 already in service. On show was a
Falcon 8X, the flagship of the Falcon range, as well as a Falcon
2000LXS. “Dassault Aviation recalls its complete determination to reinforce the partnership that unites it with India, in
particular within the framework of the ‘Make in India’ policy
developed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. We thus hope to
be in a position to satisfy the future needs of the Indian Air
Force and naval aviation”, declared Eric Trappier, Chairman &
CEO of Dassault Aviation.
israeli collaborations increase
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) is expanding its collaboration with local leading companies to integrate strategic stateof-the-art systems for the Indian armed forces in a number of
areas and in accordance with the Indian Government’s ‘Make
in India’ policy.
Joseph Weiss, IAI’s President and CEO, said: “India is one of
IAI’s leading markets. This important market is characterised
by long-term collaboration, joint development and production,
technology transfer and technical support over many years. We
are working to continue to maintain this status in the future,
despite growing competition. The excellent reputation that IAI
has earned among its Indian customers is vitally important to
continuing this tradition of successful cooperation.”
HAL received a fresh order from IAI to supply eight sets of
cargo doors for the main deck of Boeing 737. HAL has already
supplied 30 similar doors to IAI, a Tel Aviv-based leading supplier of subsystems and components to Boeing.
kalyani grouP and iai Jv on air defence systems
Kalyani Strategic Systems Limited (KSSL), the defence arm of
Kalyani Group and IAI signed a memorandum of understanding
(MoU) to set up a joint venture company to manufacture specific air defence systems and ground-to-ground and ground-tosea munitions, in accordance with ‘Make in India’ programme.
The MoU was signed by Joseph Weiss, IAI's President and CEO,
and Baba Kalyani, Chairman Kalyani Group. Baba Kalyani said:
“The joint venture company will combine IAI's advanced technology, knowledge and experience as an OEM with world class
design, development and manufacturing capabilities of the
Kalyani Group.”
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(toP) iaf Pilatus Pc-7 Mkii traininG aircraft DurinG a flyinG DisPlay;
(MiDDle) harriett balDwin, MP & uk Minister for Defence ProcureMent
was Given a DeMonstration of bae systeMs anD hal PartnershiP’s
latest collaboration, the aDvanceD hawk fast jet trainer; (above)
aerobatic DeMonstration by surya kiran aerobatic teaM (skat).
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Air Chief flies LCA Tejas

c

hief of the air staff air chief Marshal b.s. Dhanoa took
to the skies in yelahanka over bengaluru city in the indigenously designed and developed aircraft lca Mk i tejas at
1645 hours on february 14, 2017. the air chief Marshal flew
with air vice Marshal a.P. singh, the Principal Director test flight
of the national flight test centre air. During the sortie, chief of

PhotoGraPhs: iaf

the air staff demonstrated the operational capability of the

aircraft which included agility, manoeuvrability and advanced
interface of avionics. the profile included general handling,
air-to-air and ground attack patterns.
the air chief Marshal was impressed by its capability
expressing his faith in the programme. the tejas aircraft has
achieved initial operational clearance (ioc) and has been
inducted into the indian air force. 

(left) vice chief of the air staff air Marshal s.b. Deo flew the inDiGenously DeveloPeD liGht coMbat helicoPter (lch) at yelahanka air
force station DurinG his visit to aero inDia 2017; (riGht) air Marshal s.b. Deo also flew the lca tejas at yelahanka.
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rafael, reliance tie-uP
Israeli company Rafael with cutting-edge technologies in air
defence systems has tied up with Reliance to manufacture
air defence systems. The Deputy General Manager, Colonel
Joseph Horowitz (Retd) told SP’s Aviation that delegations
from the Indian Navy and the Indian Air Force had visited
the pavilion and expressed interest in the air defence systems
— Iron Dome and C-Dome. He said the Iron Dome since its
launch in 2011 had destroyed over 1,700 enemy rockets. “We
cannot find any missile in the world with such a strike rate
of 90 per cent.”
rockwell collins Presents advanced avionics
Rockwell Collins presented Pro Line Fusion — Integrated flight
deck leveraging advanced commercial technology for military
platforms; Unmanned Aerial Systems — For enhanced situational awareness, surveillance, navigation and communications; Patrol Persistent Surveillance System (PPSS) — Scalable
integrated sensor solution to protect from perimeter breach;
Modernised HF — IP over Wideband HF communications for
interoperable air, sea and land applications, disaster relief and
border protection
alPha design technologies creates buzz
Bengaluru-based Alpha Design Technologies Private Limited,
specialising in R&D and manufacture of defence and space
related equipment and system, has shown the mettle of what
an Indian company can do with great vision and determination,
led by Colonel H.S. Shankar, the founder and Chairman and
Managing Director. Alpha Design Technologies not only took
huge amount of stall space at the show, it also struck many
deals with domestic and overseas companies that are going to
further transform defence technologies. It has submitted a bid
in response to the Indian Army's request for information for
new software define radios (SDRs), which are intended to boost
the service's network-centric warfare capabilities. Alpha also
signed a $30-million contract with Elbit Systems for the Indian
Air Force’s 90 MI-17 helicopter upgrade programme.

PhotoGraPhs: karthik kuMar / sP GuiDe Pubns

bel Presents range of electronics
BEL showcased its wide range of capabilities at spanning
every domain of its business — Electronic warfare and avionics; C4I systems and solutions; communication systems;
electro-optics; radars; energy shelters and missile systems,
besides demonstrating R&D capabilities. Electronic warfare
& airborne products on display include avionics for light combat aircraft (LCA), lightweight ESM system for helicopters and
LRUs for Rustom unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).
drdo looking at airbus a330 Platform
The Chairman of the Defence Research Development Organisation (DRDO), Dr S. Christopher said that DRDO was in discussion with Airbus for the A330 platform for the airborne early
warning and control systems (AEW&CS) in the wide-body category. It would go to the Defence Acquistion Council and followed by the Cabinet Committee on Security. The first of DRDOdeveloped AEW &CS which flew at Aero India is on Embraer
145 platform. The second aircraft would be in June with full
and final configuration.
Wherever and whenever the single air show would be held,
it would certainly be bigger comprising both military and civil
segments. Obviously, this would call for greater and more efficient way of organising an air show of such mammoth proportions. India is certainly on the move! SP
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(toP) iaf il-76 PreParinG to lanD;
(MiDDle) hal’s Mock-uP of inDian Multi-role
helicoPter (iMrh);
(above) us navy P-8a PoseiDon on static DisPlay.
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Honeywell’s
Weather
Information
Service
Honeywell’s weather information services app can depict
weather 330 nm ahead of the aircraft and lightning at 60 nm
away thus enabling the pilots to take appropriate decisions

F

SaSi Kancharla, Honeywell AerospAce

For 80 years, Honeywell has been delivering solutions to better plan routes through areas with weather hazards. The
India’s aerospace and defence industry and continues to see the service can also be used by cabin crew, he said and added that
nation as an important hub for manufacturing and for main- the company was working on ‘connected weather radar’ which
taining components. The company’s investments and partner- would integrate and share information on weather conditions
ships in India have only grown stronger with its presence in detected by other aircraft in flight on a projected route. He said
the country. Today, Honeywell has grown from 1,000 employees this would be of much use to helicopter pilots and dispatchto more than 15,000 and its business is spread across 50 cit- ers, including oil and gas operators who fly over water where
ies which also include seven manufacturing locations and five ground radar coverage does not exist. It will also be of help to
design centres. Around 6,000 Indian engineers help Honeywell those who fly in remote and rugged terrain where radar signals
deliver advanced technology solutions and tackle some of the get blocked by natural obstacles.
Kancharla said that a number of solutions had been
toughest challenges faced by India and the rest of the world.
At Aero India 2017, Honeywell Aerospace did exactly deployed in India and the most recent was Jet Airways selecting
that. The company showcased what all it could do with ‘GoDirect Fuel Efficiency software of Honeywell, realising the
Indian talent and what it could do to improve the experi- importance of fuel savings to the company’s bottom line. The
software, he said, provided a full range of
ence in the skies. In an interaction with
data analysis, reporting and monitoring
SP’s Aviation, Sasi Kancharla, Custools for enhanced fuel conservation.
tomer Business Leader, Air Transport &
Honeywell’s GoDirect Fuel EffiRegional, India, Honeywell Aerospace,
As the IndIAn AvIAtIon
ciency software analyses data from more
talked about different products and
mArket wAs explodIng,
than 100 reports that integrate with existsolutions the company was working on
ing airline systems through a user-friendly
to be deployed in India and elsewhere.
honeywell sees
data interface. The service offers fuel-savWhile it has deployed a number of
deployment of more
ing recommendations, which airlines can
solutions in the Indian aviation space,
solutIons to mAke flyIng
quickly deploy into existing or customised
going forward, it is pitching with airanalytics reports and dashboards. Honlines for ‘Weather Information Services’.
sAfer And experIentIAl
eywell’s technology also helps lower carKancharla explained “the weather inforbon emissions from international flights,
mation services app on an iPad can depict
in accordance with recent changes to the
weather 330 nm ahead of the aircraft and
Paris Agreement on reducing greenhouse
can detect lightning 60 nm away thus
enabling the pilots to take appropriate decisions.” The service gases. Existing users of the software have reported fuel savings
helps in optimising the flight path with such clear weather of more than 2 per cent annually.
As the Indian aviation market was exploding, Honeywell
information. The Weather Information Service which runs on
iPad along with Windows desktops and Microsoft Surface tab- sees deployment of more solutions to make flying safer and
lets, helps reduce pilot workload, increases situational aware- experiential. He said that Honeywell’s 131-9 auxiliary power
ness, reduces fuel use and emissions, improves alternative unit (APU) is standard on Boeing aircraft while it is a choice
of nearly 80 per cent of Airbus operators. IndiGo which is on
route planning among other benefits.
a major aircraft buying spree, has selected Honeywell APUs.
The Indian aviation market, he said, was getting exciting and a
Lightning Strike Data
Kancharla mentioned that the lightning strike feature is new on number of OEMs are talking about offsets. Honeywell continues
the app that allows pilots to identify areas affected by lightning to look for partners to expand its services here in India. SP
and to take alternative routes. When combined with observed
satellite cloud cover data, the flight crew and dispatchers can
— By R. Chandrakanth
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hall of fame
As the dAzzling seArchlights
stabbed into the night sky, caressing
her light biplane, Nadezhda Popova
desperately twisted this way and that.
She knew that a lethal hail of bullets
would follow. She and her comrade were
decoys, specifically tasked to attract German anti-aircraft fire, so as to allow the
third aircraft in their formation to sneak
in and mount an attack. Knowing that
the powerful guns could rip their flimsy
machines apart, it took nerves of steel to
be an effective decoy.
And she had them in ample measure.
She was a member of an elite corps
of Soviet female pilots and one of
very few women who fought during
World War II. Her unit, the 588th
Night Bomber Regiment, was later
renamed the 46th Taman Guards
Night Bomber Aviation Regiment,
in recognition of its courage. In
time, Popova rose to become its
Deputy Commander.
Nadezhda ‘Nadia’ Vasil’yevna
Popova was born in Shabanovka,
Russia, on December 17, 1921.
When she was still small, a light
aircraft landed near her village.
She took immediate fascination to
aviation and joined a gliding school
at the age of 15, without telling her
parents. In 1937, she made her
first parachute jump and first solo
flight. Later, she braved her parents’ opposition to obtain her flying
licence and by age 18 she became a
flight instructor.
When Germany invaded the
Soviet Union in June 1941, Nadia
volunteered to be a military pilot,
only to be told that females were
barred from combat. “No one in
the armed services wanted to give
women the freedom to die,” she
later said. But with the German
Panzer force advancing rapidly
towards Moscow, and the available pilots clearly unable to cope,
Joseph Stalin had to resort to desperate measures. In October 1941,
he agreed to the deployment of three
women’s air regiments, including the
588th Regiment. It turned out to be a
smart move. Apart from helping shore
up numbers, stories of brave women
warriors make good headlines.
Night after night, Nadia Popova
and her band of 18- to 26-year-old volunteers attacked the German forces.
Although each of the three Polikarpov
Po-2 aircraft in a mission had only a pair
of light bombs apiece, they had enormous nuisance value. Besides, the Ger-
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man soldiers hated to confess that they
were being harried by women. The aviators would fly very low to avoid being
detected by German mobile radars. They
would also avoid being aurally picked up
by idling their engines near the target
and gliding towards the bomb release
point, with only the sound of wind in their
wings to give them away. The German
soldiers swore they sounded like witches
riding on broomsticks and named them
the ‘Night Witches’. The women took it
as a compliment. After returning to base
safely, they would have just minutes to

Nadezhda PoPova
(1921-2013)
Nadia Popova, a highly
decorated Soviet pilot, was
awarded ‘Hero of the Soviet
Union’, the Gold Star Medal, the
Order of Lenin, and three Orders
of the Red Star

relax before taking off for another gruelling flight. Every night, over 40 twowoman crews flew over eight sorties
each. And in four years of conflict, they
totalled over 30,000 combat sorties and
dropped 23,000 tonnes of bombs. About
30 women lost their lives.
The Po-2 was a two-seater made of
canvas and plywood with open cockpits.
It was the world’s most produced biplane,
with around 30,000 machines built from
1928 to 1952. Originally designed as a
trainer and crop-spraying aircraft, it was
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hastily modified into a light bomber. It
had rudimentary instruments, no radio
and no weapon for self-defence. To save
weight, most of the women pilots did
not wear a parachute. They knew that
even if they had one, their low operating
heights meant that the parachute would
not have time to open. If they were hit
by the enemy, they would go down along
with their aircraft. They flew only at
night, to enhance their chances of survival. Therefore, they could not make
too many precision attacks; but mostly
resorted to harassment bombing of the
German ground forces, rear bases
and supply depots.
The Po-2’s top speed was just
82 knots. But the Witches learned
to use this low speed, coupled with
the biplane’s exceptional manoeuvrability, to survive more powerful
enemy night fighters like the German Me-109. When attacked they
would simply throw their Po-2s into
a tight turn at low speed. Since this
was well below the stalling speed of
the Me-109, the German pilot would
be forced to make a wider circle and
come in for another attack, only to
be evaded once more. The women
would also fly so close to the ground
that it was unsafe for the swift German fighters to follow. Ultimately
the attackers would usually just give
up and go.
Nadia Popova flew 852 sorties during the War and 18 in a
single night over Poland in 1944.
She became one of the most highly
decorated Soviet pilots with awards
that included “Hero of the Soviet
Union”, the Gold Star Medal, the
Order of Lenin, and three Orders
of the Red Star. Did she ever feel
scared? There was no time for that,
Nadia later declared. Rather, it was
the biting cold of winter that really
hurt, giving the pilots frostbitten
faces and frozen feet. They were
poorly kitted with oversized handme-down uniforms from male
pilots and their living conditions were
Spartan. She also recalled that although
they were heroines in the Soviet press,
the male soldiers resented them and
mocked them as ‘the skirt regiment’.
They even had to endure some sexual
harassment. Yet, they proved that neither courage nor fighting ability is limited to the male gender.
Nadezhda Popova died on July 8,
2013, at the age of 91. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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News Digest
Military
AsiA-PAcific
IndIan Mod’s CoMMIttee for VIabIlIty
of fGfa

15 to 25 km, successfully destroyed the
incoming missile. All the mission objectives were successfully met with. The
weapon system radars tracked the target
and provided the initial guidance to the
interceptor which could precisely home
on to the target and destroyed it in endoatmospheric layer. Radars and telemetry
stations tracked the target and the interceptor till the destruction of the target.

terMs for IndIa’s fIGhter proposal

It has been reported that the Indian programme to co-develop a fifth-generation
stealth fighter jointly with Russia faces
an uncertain fate with the government
deciding to set up a committee to examine the viability of the programme. The
committee is to be headed by a threestar officer, would look into different
aspects of the fifth-generation fighter
aircraft (FGFA) project and the technology it brings into the country to meet
the future requirements of the Indian
Air Force (IAF). India and Russia have
been discussing the project for several
years but are yet to sign a $4-billion research and development (R&D) contract
for the FGFA. It is understood that India
has already spent `1,500 crore (about
$0.23 billion) on the preliminary design
stage (PDS) which was completed in
June 2013.

test-fIrInG of aad endo-atMospherIC
InterCeptor MIssIle

The DRDO has conducted a successful
launch of the interceptor missile Advanced Area Defence (AAD) on March 1,
2017 from Abdul Kalam Island, Odisha.
The endo-atmospheric (within the earth’s
atmosphere) missile, capable of intercepting incoming targets at altitudes of
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At Aero India 2017, former Defence
Minister Manohar Parrikar said that
whoever bags the next big fighter jet deal
will have to set up a facility in India and
produce those planes under the proposed
strategic partnership model with no
exceptions granted. Under this model,
India will select private Indian firms to
exclusively manufacture military equipment for a specified period. The Indian
partner will be identified through terms
prescribed by a government committee,
while the foreign partner will be chosen
on criteria such as transfer of technology
and the financial proposal made by the
original equipment manufacturer (OEM).
“What I am saying is what I want — I
want it to be ‘Made in India’. Export to
third nation is an additional bonus (and)
if someone wants to shift the facility from
somewhere else or whether he sets up
a new one — it is his choice. I am in no
way concerned with it,” he added.

CabInet CoMMIttee on seCurIty (CCs)
Clears Mr-saM

QuickRouNdup

AkAsh sAM systeM

The Indian Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has claimed to be close to a deal to sell
Akash SAM System to Vietnam. The sale would be the first
of its kind between the two countries, following a steadily
growing defence relationship as well as a loan of $500
million to buy defence equipment.

BrAhMos

India has successfully test-fired the BrahMos extended
range supersonic cruise missile. The missile boasts of an
extended range of 450 km from the earlier 290 km and
was successfully launched from the integrated test range
at Balasore on March 11, 2017. India’s ability to upgrade
the range of the BrahMos was enabled by their entry into
the 34-nation Missile Technology Control Regime in June
2016 and development was aided by Russia.

DrDo

India’s state-run DRDO is seeking approval to buy six
A330s from Airbus and convert them into early warning radar platforms. The proposal is currently before the Cabinet
Committee on Security and once approved, DRDO claims
they can have the indigenously-built Airborne Warning and
Control Systems (AWACS) integrated on the first aircraft
and delivered to the Indian Air Force (IAF) within seven
years. The IAF has also recently inducted an indigenous
AWACS platform on a Brazilian-made Embraer-145 aircraft.

eMBrAer

CCS headed by the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has cleared on February
22, 2017, medium range surface-to-air
defence missile (MR-SAM) system from
Israel for the Army which will cost about
`17,000 crore (about $2.5 billion). MRSAM has been jointly developed by the
DRDO and Israeli Aircraft Industry and
can engage enemy aircraft, UAVs and
other aerial platforms at ranges between
50 km and 70 km. It is planned to induct
about five regiments and it is expected to
start deploying in 2023. India and Israel
are jointly developing similar systems
for the Indian Air Force (IAF) and the
Indian Navy. MR-SAM was cleared for
the IAF in 2009, but deliveries are yet
to begin. The Naval programme is called
long range surface-to-air missile system
(LR-SAM) and would be deployed on its
warships, tests of which have already
been carried out successfully from the
stealth guided-missile destroyer INS
Kolkata. Bharat Dynamics Limited will
produce the missiles and several other
Indian companies like Bharat Electron-

Embraer has been granted permission from the Brazilian
Government to sell pre-owned A-29 Super Tucano aircraft to
Nigeria. The Nigerian Air Force said the light attack aircraft
will boost their operational capabilities in tackling insurgents
in the country such as Boko Haram. Three Super Tucano’s will
be transferred from the Brazilian Air Force to the Nigerian Air
Force following the completion of legal procedures.

hAL

HAL has been selected by Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI)
for further supply of Boeing 737 Main Deck Cargo Door
and a contract to this effect was signed at Aero India
2017 on February 17, 2017. “This reflects the confidence
reposed by our valued customer”, says T. Suvarna Raju,
CMD, HAL. HAL has already manufactured and supplied
more than 30 of 737 Main Deck Cargo Doors to IAI.

IAI

IAI, through its Golan Industries Division and Taneja Aerospace & Aviation Limited of India, have signed an MoU to
cooperate in the development, production, marketing and/
or sale of civil and military aircraft crashworthy-seats.
IAI has introduced the export version of Heron TP UAV
which has been adapted from the baseline model operated
by the IDF and German military and complies with the restrictions imposed by the international Missile Technology
Control Regime 2 (MTCR-2) agreement. Another alteration
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includes the reduction in payload capacity from over one
tonne to 450 kg. Potential export customers include India,
a recent signatory of the MTCR-2 agreement.

IrAn

Press TV has reported that Iran has successfully tested
the Russian-made S-300 surface-to-air missile defence
system on March 4, 2017. During the test conducted in
the presence of several Iranian military and government
officials, the missile system successfully detected, tracked
and intercepted an incoming ballistic missile. Iran is also
designing and manufacturing an indigenous version of
the S-300 system, called Bavar-373 which would be more
technologically advanced than the S-300.

IsrAeLI Defense MInIstry

Israel is currently working on two big procurement deals for
fighters and helicopters for the Israeli Defense Forces. The
first involves the procurement of a squadron of upgraded
F-15s that are more advanced than those previously sold
to Saudi Arabia and Qatar, while the second will be for
the replacement of Israel’s CH-53 helicopter fleet with
either the new CH-53K or CH-47F. It is expected that the
funding will come out of the $3.33 billion of US military aid
allocated for the F-35 project and missile inventory.

LockheeD MArtIn

Lockheed Martin’s second T-50A jet trainer has made its
maiden flight. The trainer, based on the T-50, has been designed to bridge the gap between fourth- and fifth-generation fighter jet technologies and is being entered into the
USAF’s T-X trainer competition to replace the service’s fleet
of ageing Northrop Grumman T-38 Talon aircraft.
Lockheed Martin has introduced their latest direct attack, Dual Mode Plus laser-guided bomb. Dubbed Paragon,
the munition integrates an inertial navigation system and
GPS all-weather moving-target capability while maintaining
the same dimensions, mass properties and outer mold
line of Lockheed’s LGB and has already been integrated on
the F/A-18 Super Hornet and flight testing is expected to
continue on the F-16 scheduled for later this year.

MBDA MIssILe systeMs AnD
LArsen & touBro

A JV will be launched by MBDA Missile Systems and Larsen
& Toubro in order to develop missile-based solutions for
India’s armed forces. Called L&T MBDA Missile Systems
Limited, the venture will collaborate with the DRDO to
supply fifth-generation anti-tank guided missiles and highspeed target drones. The partnership will see L&T own 51
per cent while MBDA will own the remaining 49 per cent.

northrop GruMMAn

Northrop Grumman has announced the first successful
flight of the UH-60V Black Hawk helicopter. An upgrade
from the UH-60L model, the latest configuration includes a
digital cockpit provided by Northrop and is fitted with the
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ics Limited, Larsen & Toubro and Tata
group are also involved.

dassault aVIatIon pushes for CarrIerbased fIGhters
After acquiring the 36 Rafale jets for
$9.3 billion, French aircraft manufacturer Dassault Aviation is now eyeing the
naval contract of 57 aircraft that is up
for grabs. The Ministry of Defence has
issued an RFI in January 2017 seeking
response from various manufacturers to
equip aircraft carriers with fighter jets,
shelving the original plan to go in for the
naval version of the indigenous Tejas.
Eric Trappier, CEO of Dassault Aviation,
said the French aviation company will
pitch for the naval contract. “We are the
only company to have strictly the same
aircraft for our air force and for our
navy. Our Rafale for the navy and the air
force are same,” he said. Early last year,
a team from France had given a detailed
presentation to senior officers of the
Indian Navy on the subject.

ChIna’s trIal launCh of df-5C
InterContInental MIssIle

It was reported in international media
that China has trial-launched its new
intercontinental missile Dongfeng DF-5C
carrying 10 MIRVs (Multiple Independently Targetable Re-entry Vehicle) in
early January 2017. The Dongfeng family
has DF-5, DF-5A, DF-5B and DF-5C. It
is the first-generation intercontinental
ground-to-ground strategic missile developed by China, which was successful
full-range flight tested on May 18, 1980.
It had a maximum range of 12,000 km to
15,000 km (DF-5A), and could carry one
3,000 kg nuclear warhead of three or
four million tonnes of TNT equivalent or
four to five MIRVs (DF-5A), with a hitting
accuracy of 500 m. The modified DF-5B
ballistic missile was unfurled on September 3, 2015. DF-5C is the latest modified
version of DF-5 series and is fired from a
silo and its range is expected to be more
than 10,000 km.

stealth fIGhter J-20 enters aIr forCe
serVICe

China’s TV channel has reported that
Chengdu J-20, China’s independently
developed fourth-generation stealth
fighter, has entered service with the
People’s Liberation Army Air Force on
March 9, 2017. Early in 2011, the J-20
stealth fighter made its maiden flight in
Chengdu and in November 2016, it made
its public debut at the Zhuhai International Air Show. The J-20 stealth fighter
features a single-seat, twin-engine, twin
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outward canted all-moving fins and
diverterless supersonic inlet. Its canard
design helps provide good supersonic
performance, excellent supersonic and
transonic turn performance as well as
improving short-field landing performance. The J-20 fighter has an internal
weapons bay, making targeting beyondvisual-range air-to-air and short-range
missiles possible. With camouflage paint,
the fighter also has a low observability.

banGladesh lookInG for a new
fIGhter aIrCraft

Bangladesh has released a new tender
for the purchase of eight brand new
twin-engine multi-role fighter aircraft.
The specifications request that manufacture is to commence within a year
of contract being signed and come
equipped with an electronically-scanned
array radar with an air-to-air range and
air-to-surface range of 150 km and 50
km, respectively; an integrated electronic
warfare and electronic countermeasures suite; infrared search and track
system with a target tracking range of
at least 50 km; helmet-mounted display
and sight system with cueing; head-up
display and modern glass cockpit. Front
runners expected in the competition
all come from Russia’s United Aircraft
Corporation with the Su-35, MiG-35 and
Su-30SM as valid options.
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News Digest
AppoIntMents

AIrBus

Airbus has announced the following
appointments:
• Jean-Brice Dumont as Head of Engineering for Commercial Aircraft
effective end 2017.
• Alain Flourens to replace Dumont as Head of Engineering at
Helicopters.

BAe systeMs

The Board of Management of BAE Systems has announced the appointment
of Charles Woodburn, currently Chief
Operating Officer, as Chief Executive
effective July 1, 2017. He will replace
Ian King who will retire after over 40
years of service in the defence sector,
including serving as Chief Executive
since September 2008.

BoeInG

With effect from February 20, 2017,
Boeing appointed Darren Edwards as
Vice President and Managing Director

QuickRouNdup

of Boeing Defence Australia, the company’s largest international subsidiary.
He succeeded Ken Shaw, who was appointed Vice President of Supply Chain
for Boeing Global Services.

Future Airborne Capability Environment standard, allowing
integration of new avionics equipment in the future.

cLuB one AIr

pAkIstAn AIr force

Club One Air, a leading Indian Business
Aviation Company and the leader in
the luxury charter services, will now
be headed by Rajan Mehra as the Chief
Operating Officer.

The PAF has received on February 16, 2017, 16 additional
JF-17 Thunder fighter aircraft, jointly developed with China
and locally manufactured. The JF-17 entered service with
the PAF in 2007 and a total for of 150 are planned.

rAytheon

eMBrAer

Raytheon Company has demonstrated, in a recent flight
test, single-ship geolocation capability for the ALR-69A(V),
a first for any radar warning receiver. AN/ALR-69A(V) is
the world’s first all-digital radar warning receiver which
enhances aircrew survivability, providing “sensors forward”
situational awareness at lower costs than competing
systems through simple software modifications.

On February 24, 2017, Embraer announced the appointment of Marco Tulio Pellegrini as the new CEO of OGMA
– Indústria Aeronáutica de Portugal.
He will succeed Rodrigo Almeida Rosa
who will take over as CFO of Embraer
Europe, responsible for the company’s
finance activities in Europe, Middle
East and Africa. Both appointments
effective April 3, 2017.

rostec

Chief of the Rostec Corporation, Sergey Chemezov, told the
media that the value of the contract with Iran for the supply
of S-300 air defence systems has almost reached $1 billion.

russIA-chInA

SpaCe
AsiA-PAcific
a reCord 103 satellItes launChed by
IndIa’s pslV

these satellites carried onboard PSLV-C37
was about 1,377 kg. The 101 international
customer nano satellites were launched
as part of the commercial arrangements
between Antrix Corporation Limited, a
Government of India company under the
Department of Space, the commercial arm
of ISRO and the International customers.

induStry
AsiA-PAcific
ChIna’s wInG-loonG II uas ConduCts
MaIden flIGht

India’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle, in its
39th flight (PSLV-C37), launched the 714
kg Cartosat-2 series satellite for earth observation and 103 co-passenger satellites
together weighing about 663 kg at lift-off
into a 505-km polar Sun Synchronous
Orbit (SSO) on February 15, 2017. The
co-passenger satellites comprised of 101
nano satellites, one each from Kazakhstan, Israel, the Netherlands, Switzerland,
UAE and 96 from US as well as two nano
satellites from India. The total weight of all
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China’s home-developed Wing-Loong II,
the new reconnaissance and strike multirole endurance unmanned aircraft system
(UAS), successfully completed its maiden
flight on February 27, 2017 lasting 31
minutes. UAS series were developed by
Chengdu Aircraft Design and Research
Institute of the state-owned Aviation
Industry Corporation of China. With more
than 20-m wingspan, the Wing-Loong II is
a medium-altitude, long-endurance, multirole UAS integrated with both reconnaissance and strike capabilities. It is 11 m in
length, has a maximum flying altitude of
9 km, with a flying speed reaching up to
340 km per hour and can fly for 20 hours
in a persistent mission cruise. 

Russian Defence Minister Sergey Shoigu speaking at the opening
of the second national youth forum International ‘Military-Political and Military-Economic Cooperation- Modern Trends’ at the
MIGIMO University said that China and Russia have completed
contracts for the delivery of S-400 air defence system, Su-35
fighters and anti-ship missiles. He added that “Russian-Chinese
military-technical cooperation has been developing positively.”

tejAs

Ex Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar announced plans for
starting a second production line for the HAL Tejas fighter
within the next three months. Valued at $203.47 million, the
line will enhance production to 16 Tejas fighters annually
for the Indian Air Force. News of the second production line
points to the Indian Government’s commitment to weaning
itself from foreign defence products and encouraging indigenous industry, also known as “techno-nationalism.”

textron

Textron has announced that their G-CLAW precision-guided
glide missile has been successfully tested. The October
2016 test saw the munition track and engage static
and moving targets, confirming its lethality. Designed for
anti-personnel and anti-materiel strikes, the missile can be
integrated with various aircraft.

unIteD enGIne corporAtIon

The press department of the United Engine Corporation
(ODK, a subsidiary of the Rostec State Corporation) told
journalists that Russia’s T-50 (also designated as Perspective Frontline Aviation Complex: PAK FA) fifth-generation
fighter aircraft powered by the second-stage engine will
conduct its maiden flight in the fourth quarter of 2017.
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RCS - reality
check
End FEbruary this yEar, the Indian media carried a report tions eight months after its launch in 2013 because of heavy
that Air Costa, a newly established regional carrier, had sus- losses suffered. MDLR Airlines that started operations in 2007,
pended operations temporarily. This the second case in the last closed down after two years. Star Aviation, ZAV Airways, Jagson
eight months after Air Pegasus to suddenly suspend its oper- Airlines and King Air were all licensed to fly as regional carriers,
ations. It is understood that Air Costa has run into financial but none of them could take-off primarily on account of problems
problems and consequently into legal issues with the lessor on of high price of aviation turbine fuel (ATF) compounded by the
account of which it has had to ground its fleet of leased aircraft. economic slowdown of 2008. Paramount Airways, a scheduled
Reportedly, the airline has not been able pay salaries to its 600 airline whose operations were limited to the Southern region,
suspended operations after the DGCA cancelled its operating
odd employees.
Air Costa is a regional airline established by the Vijayawada- licence when the strength of its fleet fell short of the minimum
based LEPL Group, an Indian business house from Andhra requirement of five aircraft.
Statistics released from official agencies paint an extremely
Pradesh. The airline commenced operations as a regional carrier in October 2013 with two Embraer E170 aircraft with the encouraging picture of the prospects of growth of the Indian airfirst flight taking to the air from Chennai airport on October 16, line industry thus inspiring large business houses to foray into
2013. However, it took the airline exactly three years to obtain a this field. End 2014, as many as six new airlines were expected
permit from the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) for to be launched in 2015. However, in a meeting with the civil
pan India operations. The focus of the airline was on regional aviation ministers of the states, the central Minister of Civil Aviaviation and hence it sought to provide connectivity between ation P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju candidly admitted: “Most of the
Tier-II and Tier-III cities. With an investment of over `600 crore, airlines in the country are reported to have incurred losses and
the regional carrier inducted Embraer E190 aircraft and contin- some airlines are struggling to stay afloat despite a high rate of
ued to expand its operations progressively and reached a figure growth of air traffic.”
Commenting on the problems facing the sector, the Minof 32 flights daily with nine destinations in its route network.
With ambitious plans for further expansion, at the Singapore ister of Civil Aviation said that the aviation industry was seriAirshow in February 2014, the regional carrier placed orders ously affected by high operational costs, including cost of ATF,
for 50 of the latest Embraer E-Jet E2 regional aircraft valued at service tax and other charges, shortage of maintenance facili$2.94 billion. The airline would be the launch customer in Asia ties, high foreign exchange rate and competition from foreign
airlines. “The real challenge
for this type of aircraft if it
is to manage phenomenal
continues to survive till 2018
growth of air traffic with
when delivery of the first airsafety. The increase in air
craft is due.
traffic has not only increased
Grounding of fleets and
the demand for aircraft, but
closure of regional carriers
also posed a challenge to
in India is not without precmeet the airport and air
edent. Since 1931, in India,
navigation
infrastructure
as many as 31 airlines in
to ensure safe, orderly and
the private sector have shut
efficient operations,” said
down operations. In recent
the Minister.
times, in August 2016, Air
It is abundantly clear that
Costa had to suspend operin the prevailing climate, the
ations because of similar
regional carriers even when
financial issues with its lessponsored by large busisor; but was able to comness houses, are transiting
mence operations after a few
through difficult times. Unless
days. Air Pegasus, another
the government appreciates
recently launched regional
the ground realities and is
carrier too had to suspend
ready to extend a helping
its operations in July 2016
hand to regional carriers, the
under similar circumstances
recently launched Regional
and despite several investors
Connectivity Scheme may
coming forward in support,
not scale the heights of sucthe airline has not yet been
It is abundantly clear that in the prevailing climate,
cess as expected. SP
able to resume operations.
the regional carriers even when sponsored by
Similarly in the recent
large business houses, are transiting through
past, Air Mantra operated by
—By Air Marshal
Religare discontinued operaB.K. Pandey (Retd)
difficult times
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